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The purpose ofthis study was to explore the pfienomenon ofthe ¬¢lived"

experience ofpromoting choice and autonomy for the elderly in long term care fdeilities

as experienced by CertifiedNursing Assistants.  Study participants included five CNAs

who were employed in three nursing facilities on the Eastem Shore ofVirginia.

Participants were interviewed in different settings using a guided interview which

was audiotaped.  The interviews were transcribed and  the resulting narratives were

analyzed for datathat was pertinentto the subject.   Units ofdata were coded and

organized, using the qualitative data analysis computer program QSR NUB.IST 3.0.4.

Six categorythemes emerged from the data:  (1) motivation, (2) environmental support



and nan-support, {3} resident characteristics, (4) the nursing process, (5) conflict, and

(6) patient9s rights.

The results ofthe study indicated that the CNAs brought to their roles the positive

attributes ofaffection and sympathy for the elderly.  Tfiey described many strategies used

for ¢¢mutunl goal setting," and for ensuring that their clients received responsive, sensitive

care.  All participants expressed the beliefthat c¢there3s always a way" to provide for

resident3s choice, even within the constraints ofa regimented institutional setting.

The CNAs were concemed abouttfie stresses imposed ontheir work by

environmental factors which included short-stafflng, loss ofteamwork, and inadequate

educational preparation.  They also described how resident safety and quality oflife

could be compromised by Patient9s Rights requirements, even while maintaining thatthe

right ofelderly residents to autonomy should not be abridged.



PREPACE

{cThe nurse9s aide came into my room and told me it was time for me to go to

thae dayroom forbreakfast.  Vthen I told her I would take breakfast in my own
room, sfie said I had to go to the dayroom with the other patients.  It was part
ofthe routine, and besides, it would be good for me to get out and be with other
people.  She said it was part ofmy ctherapy.9  I continued to protest, but I let
her take me to the dayroom.  when she left me there and I looked around
and saw all those sick, sad-looking people, I shouted that ifsomebody didn9t
take me back to my room, I would be sick.  That got their attention"

-excerpt from a conversation
with an 80-year-old patient
in a Skilled Nursing Facility

This account ofa conflict given by an assertive, but temporarily dependent,

woman mending from a fractured hip markedthe start ofa longjoumey ofinquiry.  At

the time ofthis incident all patients admitted to the facility received a thorough

explanation ofthe concept of¬cpatient9s rights."  They were assured that while they

resided onthe uult their civil rights and choices in matters large and small would receive

the respect ofthe staff.  These assurances were not only institutional policy;  they were

required by law.   Awareness ofthe discrepancy between the promise ofrespect for

autonomy and the reality ofan elderly person9s lived experience was unavoidable.

The elderly in longterm care---whether in skilled nursing units, rehabilitation

centers, or nursing homes---fhoe many challenges to their sense ofbeing in control.

Pressures may come inthe fiorm ofgentle encouragement, flrm insistence, or even

outright bullying.  They may come in the form ofbenevolent advice:  ¬¢It®s for your olun

good;  it will help you get well,"  or appeals to rules:  c¬These are doctor9s orders..."  or

ii



cclt9s the routine here."   Such pressures from staffmembers may come from an

understanding that the concept ofc¬patient3s rights" implies more than a simple

acquiescence in every matter.  ¬cPushing" patients may encourage them to achieve an

eventual independence that at first seems beyond their reach.  A flrm refusal on the pan

ofstaffmay be the most caring response to a request that may lead to injury for a client

unable to anticipate consequences.

Therapists, doctors, theorists, and nurses all have interesting views concemingthe

issue ofprotecting and promoting autonomy for institutionalized elderly people.  This

study, however, represents an attempt to listen to those who spend the most time with

residents, fiave the most genuine dally interactions with them, and understand the issues

involved in promoting autonomy and c¢patient3s rights" most personally and directly:

Certified Nursing Assistants.
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1

CENTERI

The Problem

The 20th century has seen the emergence ofthe field ofbioethics, the recognition

ofuniversal principles to guide decision making, in response to the proliferation ofnew

medical technologies that seem to offerthe power to transform, extend, and even create

human life. One fundamental  ethical principle, ccrespect for persons," states that

individuals should be treated as autonomous agents and that persons with diminished

autonomy should be entitledto protection.  The ability ofan individual to exert control

over his olun lifie appears tO be an intrinsic human need and in fact comprises One

definition ofwhat it means to be human.

Forthe profiession ofnursing, advocating patient autonomy has always been an

important goal and one which presents many complex and challenging aspects

(Castellucci, 1998).   In caring for persons with reduced capabilities, nurses may

recognize inequalities ofpower and inevitable conflicts between their goals and decisions

and those oftheir clients.  In acute care settings such as hospitals, these conflicts are

easily managed because acute problems are generally well defined and reversible andthe

goals ofthe caregiver and client are easily determined and agreed upon.

Forthe institutionalized elderly, however, respecting choice and autonomy is

more challenging+  The problems ofthe elderly are frequently not curable and generally

involve social and emotional as well as physical dimensions.   While the issue of

autonomy may be more complicated when it pertains to the elderly, it is also an issue of
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greater importance, because the extent to which it is encouraged or denied may

determine whether aging is considered  successful.

The human need forautonomy is challenged by the very Factors that contribute to

an elderly person3s admission to the longterm care environment.   Each individual

admitted into institutional life has been brought there by loss:  the death ofa spouse, the

loss ofsocial supports, the loss ofhealth or physical function,  and the loss ofcompetence

or abilityto maintain a home.  With each ofthese traumatic lasses, the realm in which

control over one's o\un lifie and environment may be exercised is further diminished.  The

residents oflongterm care institutions are thus vulnerable to depression and a sense of

loss ofcontrol even before entering the facilities  {Ryden et al.,1999).  This disorienting

experience has been comparedto that ofhomelessness (Insley, 1999).

The institutional community that these elderly peoplejoin is itselfa factor that

reinforces this debilitating sense ofloss ofcontrol.  Admission processes may seem to

probe and remove the semblance ofa private identity, transfiorming an individual with a

rich personal history to a patient largely identified by a medical diagnosis (Lidz &

Amold, 1990),   A new resident may be randomly assigned to share a room with atotal

stranger.  Space limitations may limit the addition ofpersonal  possessions which may

signify ¢cidentity" and cchome."  This unfamiliar setting has its o`un rules and culture, and

is peopled by inhabitants who may be unlike any the newresident has ever encountered.

The institutional routines already in place andthe uniformed andauthoritative staffmay

prove dauntingto a vulnerable and solitary newcomer (Gerber, 1995).  Chronic staff

shortages impose limitations on the abilities ofstaffto offer choices or to implement the

choices that a resident may voice.  The need to comply with the standards ofmultiple
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celfifying and reimbursing agencies may father contribute to the sense thatthe nursing

home is a decision-free environment.  The individual leans to recognize a hierarchy of

authority, and must ask permission for even routine activities.  The long term care

environment has much in common with prisons, mental institutions, military training

schools, and other tctotal iustitutious97 whose purposes are served by limiting individuality

and autonomy (Thomas, 1996).

Thus, admission to a nursing home occurs as an elderly person is relinquishing

independence, home, mobility, and other privileges offull adulthood and brings the

person into an environment that compounds this sense ofloss ofcontrol and autonomy.

At the end ofthe twentieth century, there is recognition and concem for the need for

special protection ofautonomy for the institutionalized elderly.  But there are also

demographic trends, health care trends, and financial considerations which  complicate

and limit society's ability to support the elderly person7s right to autonomy.

An emerging awareness ofhow basic human rights for institutionalized elderly

might be compromised has led to a consideration ofthe issues in recent years and to

lealslation to ensure protection ofthese rights.  First, the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of

I987 (OBRA I987) linked Medicaid reimbursement to a demonstrated accommodation

ofresidents9 right to dignified and respectful treatment, responsiveness tO individual

needs, consideration ofpersonal interests, and the rightto be a decision maker.  The

Patient SelfDeterlnination Act of I990 (OBRA 1990) further required that nursing home

residents be edven choices regarding their care and be informed that their right to make

decisions would be supported.  This act required hospitals, nursing homes, and hospice

agencies to advise clients and their families at the time ofadmission oftheirright to
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accept or decline treatment, to execute advance directives, and to retaintheir basic civil

rigints.  Further, these agencies were mandated to dcoument this communication in the

medical record.  By the end ofthe 1990s,  Joint Commission Accreditation standards

reinforcedthe intent ofpatients9 rights legislation by including an emphasis on

demonstrated respect For patient rights in survey processes.

The 21st century will bring unprecedented numbers ofelderly Americans into long

term care as the c¬boomer" generation ages.  While the number ofAmericans aged 65 and

older is projected to increase 13.5 percent between 2000 and 2010, a decrease of 1.2

percent  in the number ofthose aged 18 -44 is projected fior the same period (U.S.

Census Bureau, 1999).  Smaller fiamily size, more two-career families, and increased

mobility have all reduced the number ofcaregivers available to help the elderly remain in

their o\un homes or withtheir o`un families.  Feeding tubes, newmedications, and

dialysis have tumed previously fatal conditions into merely chronic ones.  These

advances that add years to lives may also take care-giving beyond the ability offamilies

to manage at home.  As a result, longterm care is the fastest growing segment offiealth

care.  Those surviving to age 65 have at least a 25 percent chance ofliving in a nursing

home (Kincade Norbum, Nettles-Carlson, Soltys, Read, & Pickard,1995).  while in most

cultures families naturally provide culturally sensitive, individualized care to their o`un

elderly members, long term care iustitutious will be relied upon to fill the void created by

changes in American society.

Health care reform, with its emphasis on controlling costs, has imposed its o`un

pressures on long term care.  The BalancedBudget Act of l997  has restricted

reimbursements on a system already stressed by managed care changes
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(Aaron & Reischauer,1998;  Weinberg,1998;  Simpson, 2000}.  Agencies have

attempted to manage costs by reducing nursing labor costs as much as safety allows.

Some common strateales have included  minimizing staff, reducing the numbers of

licensed and professional nurses, and relying more upon unlicensed assistive personnel to

provide care to the elderly.

Thus, long term care institutions today fhoe the daunting task ofcaring for greater

numbers ofthe elderly with increasingly complex problems, with more attention to

accommodation ofautonomy for less reimbursement.  In this stressed environment, the

role ofthe Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) assumes tremendous importance.  CNAs

are used as an inexpensive labor source to supplementthe work ofprofessional nurses in

long term care.

CNAs typically provide most ofthe daily care and most ofthe interpersonal

interactions ofthe elderly in long term care.  CNAs might be considered ccthe least of

these" in the hierarcdy ofnursing home staff, at least in terms ofcompensation and

status.  Nevertheless, they wield considerable influence and power in the arrangement of

the daily lives ofresidents because it is in the realm ofdally living that residents most

experience choice (Tolley,1997).  It is important to realize that in reality, the work of

CNAs includes caring not only for bodies but also for the minds and spirits ofthose in

their care;  there is an expectation that they will serve as a suitable substitute for

residents9 olun families (Tu]1och, l990).  Theirjob training andjob descriptions might

lead them to expect that their role is limited to providing simple assistance with routine

activities ofdally living and physical care.  Within their role, however, is the capacity for

instilling hope, restoring independence and autonomy, and protecting self-esteem and
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integrity.  It is essential thatthese important fieatures ofthe CNA role be examined,

appreciated, and supported by the best efforts ofthe nursing profession.

Purpose ofthe Study

lt is the purpose ofthis study to explore the concept ofautonomy from the

perspective ofCertified Nursing Assistants employed in a variety oflongterm care

settings serving the elderly.   Since their role in promoting autonomy for the residents of

long term care agencies can be significant, it is important to discover how they view their

role.   Professional nurses who are charged with educating CNAs must understand the

genuine issues CNAs face in the workplace in order to provide experiences and strategies

that prepare them for reality.  Professional nurses wfio fiave the responsibility for

delegating work to CNAs must understand the barriers CNAs will face in their efforts to

promote the exercise ofautonomy within the constraints ofan institution with many rules

but limited staffand resources.  Those who are accountable for the quality oflifie for

elderly residents in longterm care should be attentive to the issues whicfi necessarily

arise in this environment to undermine the basic human right ofself-determination.

This study proposes to provide an opportunity for CNAs to speak fior themselves

about their experiences and the promchon of autonomy for the elderly in long term care.

These, after all, are the workers ccon the front lines," who interface most directly and most

often with the elderly.

Sirfuficance ofthe Study

ln spite ofthe growth ofaltemate sources ofcommunity care forthe elderly, such

as home health and adult daycare, nursing home placement will undoubtedly continue to

increase.  As nursing homes become a fact oflife in American culture, it is important to
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ensure thatthey are becoming institutions in which people may live out their days with

the best support society knows how to provide,  This study seeks to support this process

ofleaning how to promote autonomy as part ofsuccessful aging within institutions.

There are as many societal pressures impacting the CNA workforce as there are

pressures drivingthe movement ofthe elderly into institutions.  Because the demand for

CNAs in nursing homes seems insatiable and because the educational requirements are

fairly minimal, training programs for CNAs are often presented as a solution in the

current welfare reform movement (Morgan,1998).  The 80 hours oftralning required fior

certification can transform an unskilled, minimally educated welfare recipient into an

employable CNA quickly and inexpensively.  Longterm care employment may be the

most readily available opportunity for poor women, especially in rural areas.  Within the

domain ofnursing knowledge is the awareness ofthe need formeaning, satisfaction, and

a sense ofeffectiveness and empowerment in one9s work (Beaulieu, Shanlian, Donner, &

Pringle, 1997).  Therefore it seems incumbent on the nursing profession to examine how

these important caregrvers are prepared fortheir roles and supported in flnding meaning,

satisfaction, and a future in their work.

The long term care institution brings together the growing population ofour most

vulnerable citizens and growing numbers ofour most minimally trained, overworked, and

underpaid health care workers.   Thae place where these two important groups come

together is an important and relevant area for study.
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CRETERII

Review ofthe Literature

There has been abundant research in recent decades examining protection ofthe

rights ofdependent elderly people in institutions.   Literature which explores the concept

ofautonomy as it particularly relates to the elderly in nursing homes will first be

reviewed.    Next, this chapter will focus on the large role that CNAs play in the process

ofpromoting autonomy in long term care, and will examine the ways in which CNA

training, attitudes, and experiences impact the right to self-determination for the elderly.

This literature review will highlightthe factors which should be explored from the

perspective ofCNAs, in order to determine which factors seem most important in

encouraging this population ofworkers to promote autonomy forthe elderly and which

irlterventious can best support their efforts?  Finally, a conceptual framework for

understandingthe various factors which influence the process ofpromoting autonomy

will be presented.

Autonomy and the Elderly

The publication ofVladek9s Uuloving Care.-  The Nursing Home Tragedy in 1980

helped to expose the scandalous conditions endured by the elderly in many nursing

homes at the time.  This landmark study led to an examination ofpublic policy, a

prolonged public exploration ofthreats to the rights ofinstitutionalized elderly, and

eventually to legislation designed to protect these rigfits.

Lealslating protection ofthe right to autonomy fornursing home residents and

actually ensuring this ristt in daily nursing home life may be two entirely different

matters.  The difficulty ofsupporting autonomy does not necessarily reflect on the
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intentions ofcaregivers, but may arise from the complexity ofcaring for individuals

with physical and cognitive disabilities without controlling them.  Hofland (1990)

described the delicate task caregivers ofthe elderly face in long term care as they balance

one ethical principle against another.   For example, the protection ofan individual3s right

to autonomy must be welched by careful consideration ofthe rights ofother residents

tiustice), the need to protect an individual from harmful choices (beneficence)3 and the

fact that respect forautonomy risksjustifying benign neglect or abandonment (non-

malefllcence).   Thus, autonomy must be recognized as only one value among many.  At

times over-riding an elderly person9s expressed choices may be ethicallyjustified.

Collopy (1990) described the various challenges to autonomy that micht occur in

long term care institutions in terms ofsix different polarities:   1,)  decisional vs.

executional, 2.) competent vs. incapacitated,  3.)  authentic vs. inauthentic,  4.}

immediate vs. long range,  5.)  positive vs. negative, and 6.) direct vs. delegated.  The

elderly may be capable ofarticulatingtheir informed decisions, but must frequently rely

on others to execute these chaoices.  Those who are charged with  assisting the elderly in

nursing homes may have difficulty determining Whether COntrOVerSial Choices Of

residents are the result ofsoundjudgment or not, or are to be considered within character

or inauthentic.  Often caregivers choose to over-ride a resident9s choice in orderto assure

that a greater good or greater freedom will be ultimately achieved;  for example, bullying

a resident into accepting unwelcome treatments may bejustified because doing so will

lead to greater health or eventual independence.  ¬cPositive autonomy" is described as care

that constitutes control, while c¢negative autonomy" is nan-interference that constitutes
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neglect.   The elderly may for various reasons choose to yield their direct autonomy to

trusted others as ¬¢delegated autonomy."

Most ethical decisions conceming autonomy involve tension between the

elements ofthese polarities.  These distinctions provide a useful vocabulary for

discussingthe range ofdilemmas faced by caregivers attempting to determine and to

serve the best interests ofthe elderly people for whom they care.  When the elderly are

cared for by family members, as is traditiorral in most cultures, caregivers may be guided

by intimate knowledge ofan individual9s authentic self, values, and best interests.   In

long term care settings, however, many ofthese determinations are likely to be made by

CNAs who may or may not have the time, ability, or familiarity with the residents to

whom they are assignedto determine and support residents9 choices.

Castellucci {1998) discussed four requirements fir individual autonomy:  frog

actions authenticity, effective deliberation, and moral reflection,  Free action implies that

an individual has access to all the information necessaryto make decisions without

coercion or pressure.  Authenticity suggests a consistency between decisions and the

values and beliefs andthe lifelong pattems ofaction andthought ofthe individual.

Effective deliberation requires the provision oftime and space for careful consideration

and introspection, and moral reflection implies a satisfhotion withthe morality of

decisions and with outcomes.  Tfiese aspects ofautonomy are reminiscent ofthe concept

of¢¬integrity," a developmental stage to be achieved in old age.  Erikson (l964} stated

that a failure to achieve £6integrity" would result in ctdespalr."  Indeed,  Castellucci

describes much researchthat demonstrates a clear relationship between perceived loss of

control and autonomy in the elderly and increased stress, depression, fatigue, isolation,
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and mortality---all symptoms ofdespair.  Elderly people who have been hastily

admitted to a nursing home after an abrupt crisis or sudden loss, without adequate

provision ortime for informed decision making, are at significant risk for despair and its

accompanying symptoms.  Thoughtful action by nursing home persormel may ameliorate

these effects ofloss ofautonomy.

Attitudes

The importance ofCNAs in the lives ofnursing home residents can fiardly be

overstated since they provide 80 to 100 percent ofthe care residents receive.  Many

studies, however, have articulated a commonly held assumption that these caregivers are

rude, uncaring, and unmotivated, are incapable ofdelivering compassionate, high quality

care, and are uncommitted to theirjobs but incapable ofsecuring any other work (Bowers

& Beaker, I992).  There is concem that negative or stereotyped attitudes towards the

elderly would undermine any inclination to view residents as individuals and to expend

any effort to assist thaem in executing their unique choices.

Roop (1987) was among the first researchers to test the relationsfiip between level

ofnursing training and attitude towards the institutionalized elderly.  Comparing attitudes

towards the elderly among CNAs, LPNs, and RNs who worked in long term care, Roop

found that there was indeed a correlation  between lower level ofnursing education and

less favorable, more stereotyped attitudes towards the elderly, and suggested that the

poorer attitudes ofCNAs might be relatedto a knowledge defICit.  Exploration oftfie

importance ofcaregiver attitudes toward the elderly has been repeated by other

researchers over time (Bowers & Becker, I992;  Kincade Norbum, Nettles-Carlson,

Soltys, Read, & Pickard,1995;  Vance & Davidhizar,1997).  Questions as to whether
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CNAs bring ¢prJ'OrJ' less favorable attitudes tO their WOrk, and Whetherthere are

aspects ofthe work which alter and undermine attitudes over time are still being debated.

CNAs who work in long term care may enjoy being associated with the nursing

profession and involved in work which benefits others.  OIL the Other hand, they may be

discouraged bythe fact that residents do not generally improve as a result oftheir efforts

and may not express appreciation for their work.  In addition, the work may be repetitive,

boring, and physically difficult+

In this study, CNAs will be asked to describe their o`un attitudes toward the

elderly and toward their work, and will be asked abouttheir past experiences with elderly

people.  It is possible that their responses might reveal something ofthe affective

background that CNAs bring to the task ofpromoting autonomy.

Educational Experiences

There is much research concerning the effectiveness ofproviding in-service

education directly to non-professional health care workers.  One rationale forthis

intervention is provided by the research on ccattitude."  Iflevel ofeducational preparation

is a variable that determines attitudes, perhaps the provision ofspecific gerontological

education might inprove attitudes and consequently improve the quality ofcare CNAs

provide to the elderly.   Examples ofspecific topics that migint be offered as in-service

education include normal physiologic changes ofaging, developmental stages, and

residents3 rights legislation and its impact on nursing home situations.

Bralnard and To`unsend (1995) conducted such atargeted intervention in a

Veterans9 Hospital whose patient population was mostly elderly.  Because this federal

agency was exempt from OBRA 1987 requirements that nursing assistants be trained and
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certified, the researchers assumed that the nurses9 aides had never received education

specific to the needs oftheir elderly population.  A one-day seminar provided information

about cultural stereotypes ofaedng, demographic trends, physiological and psyche-social

changes in aging, and nursing strategies for providing appropriate care.  The test

instrument was a simple quiz administered before the seminar-intervention, immediately

afterwards, and again aftertwo months.  As expected, there was a mild but measurable

increase in gerontoloedcal knowledge on both post-tests.

Tfie truly significant Change Came in the attitudes Ofthe nursing assistants Whose

supervisors observed new enthusiasm fortheir work and increased motivation.  The

researchers noted that the nursing assistants may have beneflted as much from the

opportunity to be together to share their experiences, frustrations, and ideas with eacfi

other as from the educational experience.  The researchers noted.I

Thejob ofa NA [nursing assistant] is difficult and routine, and at times

boring, and lacking in recognition and opportunities for advancement.

Improved self-esteem,job satisfaction, and recognition may come to the

nursing assistant through this type ofeducational experience,  This, in

tum, may translate into improved patient care for our aging veteran

population. (Brainard & Tounsend,1995, p. 40).

Kincade Norbum, Nettles-Carlson, Soltys, Read and Pickard (1995) conducted

similar educational seminars for assistive personnel in a nursing home, and emphasized

the support group aspect through exercises designed to improve communication and

collaboration+  Participants were encouraged to brainstorm approaches to problem

situations with elderly residents and to suggest ways ofsupporting staffmembers who
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were bearing the brunt ofa difficult interaction.  The same serendipitous group effects

reported by Brainard and Tounsend were noted.  In addition, the researchers observed:

Tfiese seminars were an important first step toward ¢¬empowering" bedside

caregivers....The palficipants often stiared feelings and at times the sessions

seemed cathartic.  Some participants spoke directly oftheir faith (¢cThis

is part ofGod3s work.99) and their personal motivation for service (¬¬That

could be my mother,t9), while also expressing firustration about the low

pay and physical andemotional exhaustion.  We believe that in these

seminars participants felt listenedto and validated as important people

in the lives ofthe residents.  (p. 42).

Kincade Norbum et al. (1995) and Vance and Davidhizar (1997} added affective

sensitization experiences to didactic programs offered to CNAs.  These interventions

included having participants attemptto eat meals while wearing vamished eyeglasses to

simulate deteriorating vision, and having them eat pureed foods with fingers splinted and

padded with cotton.  Participants imagined the experience ofloss---common fior the

elderly---through values assessment and reminiscing.  Both groups ofresearchers

reportedthat their interventions provided support, increased motivation, and fostered

empathy.   The participating CNAs were enthusiastic and appreciative.  CNAs were

noticeably more willingto contribute their ideas to the process ofcare plaming intheir

agencies.

In each ofthese studies improvement in the attitudes ofparticipatingCNAs was

observed, regardless ofwhether the program was purely didactic or involved group

support or sensitization experiences.  This improvement in attitude was noted to extend to
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quality ofcare and individualization ofcare planning.  It is difficult to determine

whether improved attitudes were due to the educational component or to the factthattime

and space were provided for paticipants to talk abouttheirwork with each otherand

develop a sense ofteamwork3 cooperation, and Camaraderie.  Some ofthe issues that this

study proposes to address, therefore, are CNA perceptions regarding the value of

educational experiences as well as the role ofteamwork and group support in helping

CNAs foster autonomy and individualized care.

Environmental Factors

Some nurse researchers have questioned wfiether there are limits to the value of

the best suppertive, knowledge-based programs for CNAs, given the institutional barriers

to autonomy that exist in long term care.  Roberto, Wanker, Jewell and Rickard (1997}

designed an experimentto determine whether education provided to CNAs in the area

of OBRA-mandated residents9 rights was effective.  The researchers presented eleven

scenarios oftypical patient9s rigivts dilemmas that might occur in a nursing home to a

sample of 145 nursing home staffmembers+

Tfie researchers found that the majority ofparticipants answered most questions

about the cases appropriately.  what the researchers did not expect was the pardcipants9

frequent noting ofa discrepancy between the correct way ofdealing with a tricky

situation and the way the situation would most likely be haandled in the respondent9s own

institution.   This underscores the difficulty ofimplementing one9s knowledge of

residents' rights in some nursing home settings.

Rober[o et al. (1997) suggest that the constraints ofthe environment, for example

working under a c¬taskroriented medical model" without access to the rationale behind
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specific Care Plans, may limit CNAs9 ability to put what they know about the

importance ofsupporting residents' choices into practice.  Additional barriers exist as

well:  the CNA recognises that respecting residents3 choices means spending extra time

with residents to help make and execute choices ofattire, activities, meals, eta.  But the

CNA also knows there might be penalties for falling behaind in scheduled work and for

not completing assigned tasks.

Bowers and Becker {I992) compared the work practises ofnewly haired CNAs

and experienced CNAs.  The new CNAs struggled to organize their work in a way that

accommodated the residents7 individual preferences.  The stress on these workers was

great as they tried to provide care within the constraints ofconsiderable workload and

limited time.  Their adaptive responses, ultimately, were eitherto quit (which 90 percent

ofthe new CNAs did), or to conform to the work routines observed in their experienced

co-workers.  Bowers and Becker observed.I

More experienced NAs often increasedthe efficiency ofrounds by sequencing

patients according to a planthat did not (couldnot} take account ofindividual

patient needs.  The rooms were entered in a pattemed sequence, and residents

were fed, bathed, and putto bed in a preplarmed, predictable order, often

regardless ofindividual preferences.  Using this style oforganization meant

that call lights would not be answered while ccrounds" were being conducted.

Resident behavior that deviated from the predictable order, such as an

unusual request from a resident, was often discounted or ignored+.. {p. 363)

These adaptations which enabled CNAs in some fhoilities to simply survive, are certainly

counterproductive when viewed through the lens ofpromoting autonomy for the elderly.
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This study, therefore, will ask CNAs to describe factors withinthe nursing home that

may interfere with their ability to promote resident autonomy.

Control and Creativity

Mattiasson and Andersson (I995) devised a oomplex study which focused on the

emotional climate present in long term care settings.  Staffin several different nursing

homes were asked to rank their facilities in terms often different aspects ofthe quality

¢¢creativity"  {i.e., challenge, idea support, trust, freedom, playfulness, risk taking, eta.).

Tfie participants were then asked to respond to case studies which would measure their

experience andjudgment conceming patient autonomy.  The researchers foundthat

autonomy was more likely to be supported by stafffrom nursing homes rated most

creative and irmovative.  Mattiasson and Andersson concluded that an institutional

environment that allows flexibility and creativity and encourages irmovation and problem

solvingby staffwould encourage individualized treatment ofresidents as well.  They

acknowledged that their study draws its conclusions from rather indirect measurements,

and they encouraged future researchers to continue the investigation using qualitative

methods that address the question ofhow a nursing home resident might express himself

within nursing home care.

The concept ofthe ¢ccreative organization" has much in common with cclocus of

control" as a concept predictive ofboth staffsatisfaction and respect for resident

autonomy.  CNAs who feel that they have been empowered with discretionaryjudgment,

and who feel that their concems and observations are valued, may in tum encourage

decision making among residents.  Beaulieu, Shamian, Donnerand Pringle (1997)

devised a study that demonstrated that in long term care nurses who were provided
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empowerment in the form ofopportunity, information, resourees, supplies and support

would demonstrate a high level ofjob commitment andjob satisfaction. The

researchers concluded that c¢leaders in long term care who wish to increase work

effectiveness could do so by modifyingthe organizational structures ratherthantrying to

change the nurses9 persorml characteristics" (p. 36).   They suggested many strategies for

alteringthe environment, and suggested that in exchange for providing employees with

an empowering work environment, employees would in tum ¢¢engage heart and mind in

their work."  How pertinent  and how importantthis concept seems in light ofthe fact

thatthe worker most at risk for bum-out and shortjob tenure and whose work most

directly aifects the emotional well-being ofthe elderly, is the CNA.

These studies suggest that any problems resulting from an increased reliance on

rapidly trained unlicensed assistive persormel migfit be addressed by a consideration of

the emotional needs and the emotional climate ofthese workers.   CNAs who are given

an opportunity to participate in problem solving may respond well to the challenges of

promoting autonomy with enthusiasm and creativity.  Therefore, this study will seek an

understanding of CNA perceptions regardingthe envirorment in which they work and

whether it allows them the satisfrotion ofempowerment, creativity, and problem solving.

Barriers to Empewerment withinthe Environment

When Kincade Norbum et al. (1995) plarmed their educational program for long

term care nursing assistants, they did so with the goal ofenabling the CNAs to share their

direct knowledge ofspecific residents and needs withthe Professional StaffWho Plarmed

care.  The researchers were astounded by the resistance ofthe professional staffto tfie

idea ofincluding CNAs in the regular interdisciplinary team meetings where discussions
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about planning ofcare and individual residents occurred.  They reportedthat the

existing planning conferences focused on meeting federal regulations and produced

computer- generated care plans that allowed no space for the observations and

contributions ofCNAs.  The process in place focused on an interventionist medical

model more appropriate for an acute setting than for addressingthe dally life issues ofthe

nursing home resident.  Eventually, separate planning meetings were initiated which

could include CNAs.  As a result, useful, individualized, and ¢cradically different" sorts of

care plans were generated.

The study ofKincade Norbum et al. (1995) raised questions about the attitudes of

professional nurses towards CNAs and the effect  these attitudes might have on CNAs.

Recent changes in health care will require that professional nurses place more nursing

responsibility in the hands ofCNAs and rely more upon theirjudgment.   In the past,

clinical expertise was the benchmark ofgood nursing practice, but in long term care the

most important skill in the future may be guiding the work ofCNAs and structuring the

environment so that CNAs can work effectively (Salmond,1997).   Kerfoot {1996) whtes

that the emerging health care climate requires a ¬cparadigm shift" from old models of

totalitarian, top-dolrm leadership to amore collaborative and empowering model.

Edwards {1997) however describes the historical difficulty that the professional nurse has

experienced in giving up powerto the nurses9 alde.  In the earliest days ofprofessional

nursing,  Florence NIgrtingale worked hard to distinguish the new professional nurse

from the untralned and underclass handywoman nurse whao had traditionally provided

care to the poor, to prisoners, and to the incurable.  It has always been in the interest of

the profession to malntaln this wide and respectable distinction, to retain for itselfthe
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rightto perform specific skills and pronounce certainjudgments, andto limit the role

ofthe <cuntrained" nurse to less prestigious, less skilled work.

CNAs today can be seen as heirs ofa tradition ofwithholding the satisfactions of

empowerment and respect, yet these are the individuals who care fiorthe greatest number

ofelderly.  Health care refom may pitthis innate tendencytoward c¬professionalization"

in nursing against an urgent need to expandthe capabilities andthe role ofthe CNA.

This study will seek to discover whether CNAs who are working in long term care

facilities feel that their direct knowledge ofindividual residents is valued and solicited by

professional nurses.  Do supervisors empower CNAs, and does the work environment

allow CNAs to experience personal growth and being part ofa tear?  It seems

reasonable to expectthat ifCNAs are provided opportunities to exercisejudgement, to

experience empowerment and personal growth, and to work collaboratively with other

team members then they will in tum provide elderly residents with scope for

empowerment, mutual goal setting, and personal growth.

Cultural Practices

The ability ofa CNA to deliver respectful and individualized care may be

circumscribed by factors larger than her olun attitudes, training5 0r even the work

environment.   Our American culture imposes certain expectations on the practices of

care-giving institutions that may have basis in neither nursing science nor common sense.

Nursinghome bathing norms and mealtime routines provide examples ofhow cultural

practices may prevent CNAs from treating residents as individuals and accommodating

their preferences.
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Skewes {I997) wrote that frequent and regular bathing ofresidents is time-

consuming and difficult and is stressful for both resident and caregiver.  It is a leading

cause ofdisability for staff, is suspected ofcontributing to dry skin conditions, and is of

exceedingly limited value in maintaining health and well-being in the elderly.  Skewes

attemptedto modify the bathing routine to only every other day in her institution.  The

standard ofa daily bath was so enculturated in the minds ofstaffmembers, however, that

they felt they were not doing an adequatejob ifresidents were not bathed every day.  The

families ofresidents felt they were ¢cnot getting what they were paying for" (p. 48}.

Reimbursement  fior nursing home care by third-party payers may be linked to the

standard ofthe dally bed bath and the twice-weekly shower or tub-bath regardless ofits

actual value.

Mealtime routines are an area ofsimilar difficulty.  They are established  to

comply with the standards ofregulatory agencies and  third party payers.  Consequently,

mealtimes are stressful for staffand residents and chronic weight loss is a pervasive

problem in many nursing homes (Van oil & Phillips,1995}.   Time pressures may compel

staffto feed patients who could, ifSven attention, guidance, and adequate time, feed

themselves (Mattiason & Andersson,1995).  Rethinking some ofthese practices might

result in any number ofacceptable and beneficial changes which might promote

individual autonomy and enable residents to experience self-efficacy and resultant self-

esteem.  Some strategies are allowing residents to choose food items, portions, and

mealtimes, supplying favorite foods, and altering utensils and the environment to

facilitate eating.  Such changes, however, may be difflcult to incorporate into
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well-established nursing home routines (Kane, Freeman, Caplan! Aroskar &

Urv-Wong, 1990).

in this study, CNAs will be asked to suggest cfianges to nursing home routines

that might improve the lives ofelderly residents.  Presumably, they would be aware of

the existence ofmany minor institutional barriers to residents9 rightto self-determination

and would be in a position to recommend sensible changes.

Conclusion

Clearly, CNAs who provide physical care and promote autonomy for large

numbers ofresidents in a stressful environment face a daunting ifnot impossible task.

Numerous questions arise.  How do they viewthe challenges that exist in their work?

lThat elements do they identify as most supportive?  whatbarriers to autonomy exist?

Do facilities recognize the importance ofsupporting resident autonomy, and make this

responsibility ccdo-able?"  Do CNAs find educational experiences useful in promoting

autonomy?  lhthat attitudes do they bring to their work?  Are they able to flnd Satisfaction

in their work, and are they able to see themselves continuing in theirjobs in the future?

These questions ralsed by the review ofliterature will be addressed in this study.

Theoretical Framework

while this study is concemed with the elderly person9s experience ofloss,

particularly the loss ofautonomy that accompanies nursing home admission, its focus is

on the role ofthe CNA in promoting autonomy for the elderly person.  As a newly

admitted resident attempts a restoration ofa sense ofequilibrium, identity, and self-

determination in this strange new environment, the interactions with primary caregivers,
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typically CNAs, are pivotal in eitherrestoring and supperting autonomy or enforcing a

sense ofloss.

King9s Systems Interaction Model provides a framework  which merges the

understanding ofan elderly resident9s life in along term care institution with the

responsibilities and purposes ofnursing care givers.  This model is useful in organizing

all ofthe variables that impact the transactions between nursing and clients whaere these

human needs may be either met or thwarted (King, I98I).

King9s model provides definitions Ofnursing, fiealth, the environment, and

person.  IV#rsz-ng is defined as ccgoal-oriented nurse-client interactions whereby each

perceives the other and the situation, and through communications, they set goals,

explore the means to achieve them, agree to the means, and their actions indicate

movement toward goal achaievement"  (King,198l, p.13).  In a nursing home,

professional nurses may not have opportunities for genuine daily interactions and goal

setting with residents, butmust nevertheless be attentive and responsible for the ways in

whicfi CNAs carry out these interactions as ¬¬nurse extenders."  King (1981) defines

rfee#Jfrfe as the achievement ofmaximum potendal for daily living and the ability to

function in social roles.  JJfroer£ or lack ofhealth would be marked by c¬a deviation from

normal...an imbalance in a person's biological structure...psychological make-up, or a

conflict in a person3s relationships9'  ( p. 5).  In a long term care environment, health may

appear different from its manifestation in acute settings since a decline in abilities is a

natural and expected palf ofaSng;  here, fte¢/ffe suggests an ability to adapt to such

changes without undue distress and to maximize the remaining capacity to function in

adult roles.  King3s definitions ofpersoJZ and e#W'rOJ!J"e#,refertO each Other:  aPgrsO# iS
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c£an open system interacting with the environment'9 and g#vz'ro#ffleJ7f iS CCthat with

which or with whom the person interacts" (p. lot.

King9s CCTheory ofGoal Attainment" addresses the ¢csigniflcance ofpatient

involvement in the care process as well as in the decision-making process, the importance

ofcollaboration, andthe humanity ofthe nurse-patient encounter" (Meleis,1991, p. 328).

In fact, according to King, the goal ofnursing is to enable clients to attaintheir goals, and

the significant nursing problem is nan-mutual goal setting.  Among King9s explicit

assumptions is this.-  ¬clncongruities may exist between the goals ofhealth care givers and

recipients.  Persons have the right to either accept or reject any aspect ofhealth care"

(King,1981,  pp.  143-144).

King's theory is useful in providing a framework for the provision ofautonomy

within the long term care institution.  Obviously it is not applicable to nursing home

residents who are comatose or cognitively impaired to the extent that self-determination

to any degree is impossible.  Mutual goal setting is certainly ¬cthe cmx ofthe matter'9 for

nursing home residents experiencing diminishing choices.

King did not develop diagrams to depict the relationships among her central

concepts, but her theory suggests and supports the linkages depicted in Figure 1.  This

model, ccFactors Affecting the Outcomes ofInteractions between Nursing and Elderly

Clients in NursingHomes," illustrates the relationships among the different variables

which affect goal achievement.  It visually brings together CNA factors that serve as

barriers or facilitators to autonomy with those residentcharacteristics that also may

hinder or helpthe resident in his goal attainment.  The CNA factors will be further
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FAGILITAT®R£

-Assertiveness
-Self-
actunlization
-Maintenance of
cormections with
family, friends,
and former life.

-Increasing
debiIitation
-Recent lasses
-Isolation from

previaus
aormections

-Intimidation by
staff

Higher level needs met
Autonomy/control in spite offrailty

Successful aging
Iutegrity

Maximum attainment ofhealth

Despair, Depression
Illness, Failure to thrive,
Failure to meet need for

love, belonging, and
esteem
Death

BAREE_ERS

-Favorable
attitudes
toward the elderly
-Educatianat
experiences

-EnviroamentaI
SuPPOrtS

-Lack ofchoice in
employment

-Poor attitudes
-Lack ofspecialized
education
-Time and workload
constraints
-Lack of
empowerment
-EnvirormentaI
barriers, culture, and
policies

E_ig±±_I_e==_=1.___:_,  Conceptual model offactors influencing interactions between nursing
and elderly clients in longtem care.
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explored in this study through interviews.  The CNA perspective may provide

validation forthis model or may suggest additional factors operating in the long term care

setting.

Research Question

The research question to be explored is c¬How do CNAs perceive the issue of

autonomy for residents in long term care facilities, and how do they describe the factors

that facilitate or hinder its promotion?'3

Assunf3tiOus

1.          It is assumed that promoting autonomy is a subjective experience that can be

described (Polit & Hungler, l999, p.  I 1).

2.         It is assumed that in exploring the experience ofpromoting autonomy, pattems

and themes may emerge from the naratives ofstudy participants, from which

meanings may be derived and the experience understood  a?alit & Hungler, 1999,

p.  ll).

Deflrition ofTerms

Autonomy: the quality ofbeing self-goveming and self-determining, of

exercising choice without extemal coercion;  the state in which

control ofdecision making is retained by the individual, who is

considered to be a moral agent.  Self-determirration  and

autonomy are synonymous,

Certifled Nursing Assistant (CNA):  health care worker who provides limited

nursing care underthe direction and supervision ofa licensed

professional nurse.  Nursing activities within the scope ofthe
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practice ofCNAs include moritoring vital signs, providing

assistance with activities ofdally living, and managing the

environment in which nursing care is provided.  Federal legislation

(OBRA 1987) mandates a certification process for these workers,

requiringthe completion ofa standard 80-hourtraining program

and successful completion ofacompetency exam.

Phaenomenology:  ¬¬An approach to thinking about what the lifie experiences of

people are like...what people experience in regard to some

phenomenon and how they interpret those experiences"

(Polit & Hungler, 1999, p. 246).
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CrmTERIll

MethodoIogy

Research Desien

The multiple issues raised by the preliminary review ofliterature could be

contained in one large question posed to CNAs who are charged with promoting

autonomy for the elderly, and that question is simply c¢what is it like?39  The simplicity of

this question belies the complexity ofthe interaction between human beings involved in

the collaborative process ofdetermining and meeting goals. These individuals, shaped by

diverse conditions in avariety ofsettings, bring to this transaction unique personal

fiistories and experiences whicfi influence their perceptions and purposes.  To attempt to

measure or objectify this complex transaction would limit an understanding and

unnecessarily sacrifice richness and intricacies ofmeaning.  Thus, a qualitative approach

was chosen for this study.

An assumption ofqualitative research is that the reality ofmuch ofhuman

experience is subjective.   Many who share an experience will perceive it in different

ways, and all oftheir perceptions representvalid but diverse aspects ofthe same

phenomenon.  Language is what makes these varying perceptions real and enables others

to comprehend their meaning.

This descriptive, qualitative study seeks to explore the experience in question

using  phenomenology, an approach whicfi seeks to derive meanings that reflect

relatively enduring conditions.   To borrow from the vocabulary ofthe ethnograpfier, the

ermz'c (insider9s) perspective is sought.  It is hoped that CNAs, provided an opportunity to

reflect on different aspects oftheir work with the elderly, will  reveal  ¢cessences" ofthe
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lived experience ofpromoting autonomy  forthe benefit ofthose on the outside ofthat

phenomenon.   From their descriptions, pattems and themes may emerge to fielp outsiders

understand the CNAs9 experiences helping the elderly to retain a sense ofautonomy in

their lives.

Instrunentation

Instruments used in this study were aDemographic Data Questiormaire

(Appendix D} and an InterviewFormat {Appendix E}.  Thae Demographic Data

Questiormaire was designed to describe the range ofbackgrounds ofthe participants.

The Interview Format instnrment contained nine open-ended questions that

evolved from a consideration ofthe literature that was reviewed.  Thae questions were

designed to encourage the paticipants to share their perspectives on the factors that seem

to influence the promotion ofautonomy.  For instanoe, the first questions attempted to

assess the CNAs9 attitudes towards the elderly and towards the work ofproviding care fir

them.  Some questions asked participants to discuss any specific gerontological education

they may have received and explore their understanding ofthe need to support autonomy,

Some questions pertainedto barriers and facilitators to elderly autonomy within the

environment.  Other questions explored the concepts ofempowerment, creativity, and

teamwork as the literature suggested that these factors could affect a CNA9s ability or

willingness to help residents implement their decisions.

In many ways, this study design departed from the typical method ofqualitative

research.  The questions asked ofparticipants were highly focused;  therefore, the study

lost some ofthe flexibility and elasticity that is considered a strength ofa qualitative

study.  The questions were not altered as the study proceeded despite the fret that some
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themes achieved saturation fairly readily,  Occasionally CNAs would make intriguing

statements whi¢h might have been profitably pursued but were instead dropped due to

time constraints or to minimal relevance to specific questions.  The longterm care

facilities that had offered cooperation forthis study had been sholrm the Interview Format

in advance.  Because they had beentold thatthe interviews would closely adhere to these

questions, it was necessary to leave certain CNA statements unexplored.

This study was also limited by the researcher3s intuitive sense that CNAs would

be unable or unwilling to be involved in a lengthy interviewprocess;  therefore the

interviews were relatively brief,  There was no expectation ofan intense involvement in

the interview process for lengthy periods oftime, nor was there an expectation of

continuing contact with study participants.  Questions were limited to what the researcher

felt couldbe addressed in approximately 30 minutes.  It was felt thatthis time limitation

would encourage participation.   Participants were toldthat the interview would be

limited to these questions but that further elaboration ofany responses might be sought.

They were informedthatthey would be free to stop the interview or declineto answer

any questions at anytime.  Participants were asked to review and sign a consent form

{Appendix a) which explainedthe nature ofthe study and assured protection of

confidentiality.  Tfiis consent form contained information aboutthe study as well as the

names and phone numbers ofthe researcher andthesis chair.  A copy ofthis form was

givento eacfi participant to keep.

Pafticirants

Ttie population for this study was a voluntary sample ofCertifiedNursing

Assistants employed in long term care facilities on the Eastem Shore ofVirginia.  After
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the study proposal received the approval ofthe Committee on Human Research of

Salisbury State University (Appendix A), the directors ofnursing in the five agencies

were contacted and provided information about the proposed study.  Three ofthe nursing

directors enthusiastically invited the researcher to make presentations at staffmeetings to

solicit participants.  Tine other two agencies initially expressed interest, but subsequent

resignations ofboth directors ofnursing precluded further involvement in those sites at

the time ofthe study.  Cooperating facilities included a large nob-profit, Medicare-

certified nursing home,  a private-pay church-affiliated retirement community {which

includes many levels ofcare including skilled and hospice care), and an in-fiospital 13-

bed skilled nursing facility.

At staffmeetings, the researcher described the background ofthe study, answered

questions, and distributed a sign-up form to the CNAs wino were present at each ofthe

three meetings.  The CNAs were assured that confidentiality wouldbe protected and that

their employment would in no way be affected by their panicipation.  Fortheir

participation they were offered a $5 gift certificate at a local business as compensation for

time and inconvenience.  The sign-up sheet requested phone numbers as well as ccbest

time to call" so that convenient sites and times for interviews could be arranged.

The results ofthe sign-up sheet distribution were interestingbecause they

revealed something ofthe nature ofCNA tumover and lifestyle.  Only halfofthose

CNAs who voluntarily signed up to participate could be reached at the phone numbers

they had listed.  One CNA9s pinone number became unlisted, one CNA moved away, one

CNA worked two differentjobs and the researcher9s hope ofever reaching her was

eventually extinguished.  Ofthe five CNAs who were eventually interviewed, two fiad
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resigned from their facilities betweenthe time ofthe presentation andthetime an

interview could be scheduled.

Procedures
_     -_      __-___     '_.     _,'_        _                 _       _                      -_     _          I                 +           -

CNAs who expressed a willingness to participate in this study were contacted by

phaone to arrange a convenient and suitable site forthe interviews.  Although two

directors ofnursing had offeredthe use ofprivate sites within their facilities for

interviews, participants invariably preferred altemate sites which included their olrm

homes, the fiome ofthe researcher, or the ofifice in the local Hospice agency at whcha the

researcher worked.

when the participant andthe researcher met for the scheduled interview, time was

taken to establish a sense ofprivacy, comfort, and rappolf.   The purpose andthe

procedures were explained.  The consent form and the demographic data form were read

carefully and filled out.  The interview was then formally begun with the researcher

asking preparedquestions from the Interview Format (Appendix E).  The entire interview

was audiotaped.  At the conclusion ofthe interview, each participant was offered the

opportunity to add any additional thoughts ¢¢forthe record."  The researcher explained

that the audiotapes would be transcribed and a copy wouldbe mailed to the participant

for her approval.  Participants were encouraged to make any edditions or changes to the

transcriptions that they liked.

Each interview and demographic data form was identified only by a number;  no

other identifying information would link a particular individual with an interview.  The

signed consent forms and the tapes were to be kept in a locked cabinet.  In the

transcriptions ofthe audiotapes, any specifically identifying information was deleted.
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The researcher explained to each participant in advance that some ofthe directors of

nursing were interested in the results ofthe study, but that they would be given only the

final report in which selected quotations from participants would be pooled.  No

administrative persormel in the different facilities were aware ofthe identity ofany ofthe

participants.  No participant expressed uncertainty about confidentiality, but several

suggested that fear and mistrust micht have caused other CNAs to decline to participate.

Most ofthe CNAs were interested in the results ofthe study and requested that a copy be

sent to them.  Several expressed appreciation for the chance to talk about their work and

stated that they had enjoyedbeingpart ofa research study.  The two CNAs who haad

resigned from theirjobs in nursing homes voluntarily extended the length oftime ofthe

interviewto more than an hour;  both seemed to use the interview as an opportunity to

bring closure to their experiences.  One statedthat the interview questions were

interesting and that the interview was helpful to her;  the other CNA expressed the hope

that the study might help to bring about change.  At the conclusion ofthe interviews, gift

certificates and  certificates ofappreciation were given to each participant.

Data JinalVSiS

The tape-recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim and recorded in narrative

form.  A copy ofthe transcription was malted to each participant along with a letter of

appreciation, which included an additional request to examine the document for accuracy.

Using a word processor, the researcher divided the narratives into text units, each

containing a distinctthought about the experience ofworking with the elderly or

supportingpatient rights.  Initial notes coding each unit were made in the margin ofthe

text,  At this point a retired professional nurse with expertise in geriatric nursing and
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experience in nursing fiome administration was askedto readthetranscriptions (after

signing a confidentiality statement) andto add her o\un cooing suggestions to the text.

The qualitative data analysis computer software program QSRNUB.IST 3.0.4 ~

Nonnumerical Unstructured Data lndexing, Searching,Theorizing  (Richards and

Richaards, 1995} was used.  This program was useful in helping to list the text unit codes

and organizing them into broader categories fior data indexing.

The transcriptions were retumed to the participants for their approval andthe

researeher assumedthatthe absence ofa reply indicated that the participants found the

transcriptions to be accurate and reliable representations ofthe interviews.  On two

occasions, the researcher contacted paticipants in the course ofdata analysis in order to

clarify points made inthe interviews and leamed that the transcriptions were considered

satisfactory.  The reading ofthe transcriptions by the second nurse provided peer

debriefing, which helpedto establish trustworthiness ofboththe data and the researcfier9s

inteapretations.  In some cases, new codes were added as a result ofthis valuable second

opinion.  One codedtranscription was shared with one ofthe CNA paticipants who felt

that the codes summarizedthe statements she had made about her experiences.

The rigor ofthe methodology ofthis study, as for any qualitative study, is a

matter ofsome subjectivity.  The palficipants have been described and are considered

credible informants regardingthe experience ofpromoting autonomy, since their daily

work requires Constant immersion inthis experience.  It is feltthat the condition of

transferability is satisfied bythis study, and that CNAs working with the elderly in a

variety ofother nursing facilities would recognize commonalities ofthe experience whicfi

participating CNAs described.  It must be noted that ¢celite bias" may be a factor inthis
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study;  the CNAs who volunteeredto participate in the study may represent the most

articulate, most accessible members oftheir group.  They may bring more positive

attitudes towards the elderly and greater commitmentto their work than is typical ofthe

CINA population at large, since their demographic data reveals much longerjob tenure

than whatthe literature describes.  Nevertheless, tfie themes whichthey describe are

those which would likely be recognized and experienced universally by CNAs who work

with the institutionalized elderly.   It is hoped that consistency and confirmability are

ensured by the audittrail that was established in the course ofthis study.  The

trustwolfhiness ofthis study may ultimately be confirmed or challenged at a latertime,

whenthis study is presented to participants andto administrators in the facilities who

expressed an interest in the final results.
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CHAPTER IV

Results

This chapter presents the data that were collected during interviews with five

CNAs who have provided care to elderly in long term care facilities on the Eastem Shore

ofVirginia.  Demographic data concerningthose CNAs who chose to participate in this

study are presented for descriptive puaposes only.  The collected interview data initially

yielded 64 codes;   these codes led to the recognition of6 theme categories composed of

12 subcategories with distinct nuances within each subcategory.  The theme categories

are {1) motivation,  {2) environment,  (3) resident cfiaracteristics,  (4) the nursing process,

(5} conflict, and (6) patient rights.  These categorizatious are presented  in Table 1.  It is

hopedthat the ordering and the discussion ofthese codes, sub-categories and categories

will convey a sense ofthe complexity ofthe world in which CNAs attempt to provide

care and support autonomy for elderly people.

TLemographic Data

Tfie demographic data collected at each interview are presented in Table 2.  CNAs

who participated in this study represented diversity in their educational backgrounds,

ages, and time spent in long term care. All the participants were female and all were

employedby one ofthe long term care facilities on the Eastem Shore ofVirginia.

Two ofthe participants signed up for this study at a staffmeeting within their froilities

but resigned their positions before the actual interview was conducted.  They nevertheless

wished to contribute their perspectives to this study.
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Table I

Category themes. subcategories` and codes

Category theme                        Subcategory                             Codes

Motivation

Enviroament

Extrinsic {l 1)

Intrinsic {53)

Supportive (18)

Non-supportive
(96)

Resident characteristics              {37)

Nursing Process Assessing {75)

Planning (13)

salary, praise, gratitude

love for elderly, interest in
nursing, nurturing role,
pride, satisfaction, & uplift,
personal corrections

teamwork,  education,
approval from superiors

nan-support from superiors,
broken promises, stressful changes,
short staffing, loss ofteamwork,
bunout, vicious cycle, nature of
work, pfrysical difficulty,
repetitious, low pay, co-worker
conflict, inadequate educational
preparatian

not in right mind, depressed or
experiencing loss, unmotivated or
lazy, insisting on rights

compassion and sensitivity,
intuition, experience, and knowledge

establishing mutual goals, choices

Implementing (56)      establishing trust, teaching, coaxing,
advocating, flexibility, meeting them
halfway (doing forthem what they
would do forthemselves ifable)

Evaluating (2} coming to an agreement about
experience

Note.  Numbers in parentheses indicate number ofparticipant statements corresponding
irbcategories.
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Table 1 (continued}

Categorythemes, subcategories, and codes

Category themes                      Subcategories                                        Codes

Conflict

Patients9 Rights

Strategies (93}

Emotions (20)

Support (19)

ELsles (15)

teaching, negotiating, allowing time
and space, bending the rules,
yielding, using humor, benevolent
deception, finding a Way,
calling in a coworker, relinquishing
to the charge nurse, insisting

sadness, detachment

fiundamental human right,
ccifin right mind'3

practical difficulties,
compromise safety,
balanced by responsibility
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Table 2

Demographic Data

Question                       Responge                                      Frequency                   Percentage

1.   Age

2.  Gender

3.  CNA
training

4.  Years in
Curent
work
setting

5. Years
working
with
elderly

6. Formal
education

between 31 and 40
between 5I and 60
more than 61 years

female

through nursing home program
community college program
c¢grandfathered in"

between 1 and 3 years
between 9 and 12 years
between 13 and 20 years
other {-29 years)

between 2 and 5 years
more than six years

less than a high school diploma
high school graduate
some college
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Theme categories

Hundreds ofsignificant statements were extracted from the narrative

transcriptions and were organized in six main themes:  motivation, environment, resident

characteristics, nursing process, conflict, and patient richts.  The study was limited by the

short and intense time plarmed firthe actual interviews.  The questions which guided the

interview had been fiormulated directly from issues emerging from a preliminary

literature review.  Because the interview was so directly guided, the data naturally tended

to fall into these themes, ratherthan being generatedby a free ranging exploration by

interviewer and participant that may have revealed less expected aspects ofthe

phenomenon offostering autonomy.  Some categories suck as r#ofgivcz,z'o# and a/J'e#f

characteristics were reedity serfuIELted and atherS> S"ch asPatient rightsPractical

prod/e,,¢s c7ndeJ¬W'rO#ffle#f remain tO be explored further in future Studies.

Motivation_          I-               --                          -I       '            ____-_     L._        _-

The theme category ¬¢Motivation" contained all the text codes which seemed to

explain what brougfit the participant into this sort ofwork and wfiat was found to be

rewarding, enjoyable, and satisfying about the role.  This theme provided information

about the question ofCNA attitudes toward the elderly andtowards thejch, and was of

interest because the preliminary review ofthe literature suggested that attitudes would

influence the sort ofcare that residents would receive, particularly whether CNAs would

make the effort to provide individualized care.

From the data several subcategories ofmotivators emerged whicin were eL#rZ'J3£,'C

to the actual work ofcaring for an elderly resident,  One CNA stated that thejob paid

¢cvery, very well" in the setting in which she first began to work, and that her husband had
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encouraged her to train forthejob because ¬cwe needed the money.t9  This statement is

somewhat surprisingbecause CNA wages are generally considered tobe minimal, but as

a family3s second income the pay may be rewarding and over-time opportunities abound.

Several CNAs indicated in different ways that their work rewarded them with praise from

their fellow staffmembers and gratitude from residents and their families.  For example,

one CNA told how a physical therapist fiad introduced her to a peer as ¬¢one ofour

valuable CNAs," and stated that c6Well, it made me feel pretty good!"  Another CNA

stated that ¢¢just the patients saying ¬thank you3 means everything, you know."

Most ofthe motivation for these participants seemed to be z'J2trZ'us!-a, that iS,

rewards are an infierent part ofthejob ofworking with the elderly for these CNAs.  They

desoribed howthey enjoyed personal relationships with the elderly that seemed an

extension ofprior relationships with elderly family members, or filled a VOid When Such

relationships were absent.  One CNA enjoyed the nurfuring aspects ofher work, which

built on herexperiences mothering her olun Children rattierthan On herexperience

relating to family elders.  The CNAs expressed respect for the elderly:  ccThere3s a lot of

wisdom andjust, lifie9s experience in general that you can team from them."   All ofthe

participants enjoyed personal connections with both the residents and their family

members.  c¢It's connecting with them also, as another person.  That9s important to me."

Many CNAs considered their clients to be friends:  ¬cWe know they enjoy...interacting

with us and having companionship with us.  And we sit dolrm and get into their

conversation at night.  Those we do enjoy."

Some CNAs were attracted to this work because ofa desire to be part ofnursing

and found that this level ofinvolvement was satisfying.  ccWhen I was in hich schaool, I
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always wantedto be pat ofnursing..." lras a common statement.  The CNAs did not

necessarily aspire to go further.I  ¬¬Everybody always tells me, clThy don9t you go on a

little further, try to become anRN or LEN?9 but I3mjust satisfied where I9m at."   They

took pride in developing expertise and acquiring knowledge and experience.I  ¬cl feel I

have a lot ofexpertise.  I can really get it done."  One CNA described being a leader

among CNAs.-  ¬¢I feel I am an asset to the other CNAs...I go out there and help them;  I

don9t leave them stranded out there bythemselves."

Most ofthe CNAs described uplifting aspects oftheirjobs.a  ¬cYou can't be in it for

the money.  It9s more than ajob.  It9s a calling.  It]s a ministry."  They described seeing

howtheir efforts had made a difference to others:  calfyou ¢an...help somebody do

something ten times betterthan whatthey thinkthey can do, it enlights you, it brightens

you up then."

Envirorment

This large category included all references to elements ofthe workplace which

affected the ability ofCNAs to care for the elderly to their o`un satisfaction.  E#w'ro#rme#,

includes the other people in the work setting, resources, changes and the nature ofthe

work.  Subcategories were s#pporrjve elements, those whaich facilitated the promotion of

autonomy and other CNA tasks, and #o#-Sz,j2POrr;'Ve elements, those Which Were barriers

to conscientious work, which interfered with a CNA9s ability to provide appropriate,

sensitive, and individualized care.

Sacjapor,z'vg elements included teamwork, approval and support from

administration, and educational support.  Teamwork was the most frequently mentioned
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support, and was experienced as both side-by-side collaboration with other CNAs'.  ¬con

our wing...we always work together as a team.  Rarely does anybody go in a room by

their self..." and as cooperation and mutual appreciation among all levels ofstaff:  c¬Used

to be, the nurses would thankyou personally.  At the end ofyour sfiift, they9d say,

cThank you, girls, for all your help.9  Everybody was in there together..it9s teamwork.

With the nurses, with the CNAs, with everybody."  CNAs infrequently mentioned the

value ofspeciflc continuing education:  c¬we had a lot ofinservices and worksfiops..that

teaches you different things, because you really don9t team all that in school."

Discussion of#o#-£a,j2POrf!'Ve elements yielded many codes and it iS doubtful

whether data in this subcategory achieved saturation,   Stressful changes in fiealth care

seem to have an effect on all the features ofthe environment.  CNAs frequently

mentioned nan-responsiveness and broken promises from superiors as a frustration which

had a definite impact on resident care.  when CNAs would mention concems about

residents to nurses, they would be frustrated by a lack ofresponse, even when they

understood that the nurses worked under significant pressures.  For example, ¢¢I went

right to the nurse with that [patient concem] and I told herand she said, ¢Yeah, uh-huh.3

And that cyeah, uh-huh9 was it,  That was it. cYeah, ufi-huh."9   Many CNAs expressed a

weary discouragement by frequent promises ofimprovements that never occurred:  ccYou

feel like you9re being lied to whaen they tell you that, cob, we9ve hired flue or six new

workers and they9ll be here in two weeks.9 Well, the two weeks hasn9t got here yet, and

that9s been three yearsI"

Chronic sfiort staffing was cited as contributing to a vicious cycle ofloss of

teamwork and increased difficulty for those CNAs who remained on thejob,  Tfiis
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element had a clearly statedeffect on CNAs abilityto deliver care that respectedthe

choices andthe right ofelderly residents.  About a co-worker who had become exhausted

by the work, one CNA stated, ¢cl could see a difference in the care she9s giving because

she9sjust simply tired..,.I mean, you work five days a week with no help, you have your

day off, and the phone rings. cCan you come work today?7 That ruins your vacation, that

ruins your day off."  One participant described howtryingto deliver responsive care to

residents in an understaffed unittcok its toll:  ccYou fled yourselfgoing beyond the

boundaries...maybe pulling a muscle yourself, ontryingto help them out.  You know

they're impatient, by waiting for help.  Well, youjust don3t have the help."

Some difficulties are accepted as simply palf ofthe nature ofthe work:  low pay,

bumout, and physical difficulty.  One ofthe participants expressed a consciousness that

even in supportive environments the work could be overwhelmingly sad and wearying.

¢6...and the next thing you know, you7ll have another resident pass away, and you stop to

think....I promised myselfthat ifI ever got to the pointthat I was so totally unhappy with

seeing...then it was time to change careers.  Because I don3t feel like I would be offering

them any positive aspects.  And sometimes it becomes very repetitious too, and that3s

discouraging."  Another stated, c¢I didn3t know what it was doing to me physically,

emotionally, and mentally.  rye been doingthis fortwenty-some years and it was

wearing me dorm.  No.  I3m not going back.93

Many comments highlighted the inadequacy ofCNA educational preparation in

preparing new CNAs fiorthe realities ofthe workplace, and referredto a lack ofpractical

experience and meaningful clinical time as a cause ofhigh tumover among any newly

hired CNAs, whom the respondents regarded as their cclifeline."  One CNA describedthe
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newly certified employees:  c¢A lot ofthem come andthenthey don]t stay two or three

days,  And then they say they were not prepared for this.  They didn9t know old people

could haul offand knock your head off...the first time they get bit or kicked or punched,

thaat9s tfie end ofit...I think in CNA classes they should be taught that this is what they

can expect....DonSt sendthemthrough the program and take their money and then they3re

not prepared for what they got to face when they come in a nursing home."  When asked

whether the CNA students acquired clinical experience in nursing homes9 the CNA said,

¬¢Well, they cZo go dolun the hall with us, but they don9t do anything, theyjust observe.

But when it comes dolrm tO them doing it, theyJrejust not prepared....They don9t know a

single thing."

Boththe review ofliterature and the comments ofthe CNAs who pardcipated in

this study indicate that a shortage ofwell-prepared CNAs leads to short staffing which

contributes to a vicious cycle ofover-work for those CNAs who remain on thejob, who

then succumb to exhaustion and bumout.  The consequences ofinadequate numbers of

CNAs clearly affects the ability ofinstitutions to respond to their residents7 need fior

autonomy.

Resident characteristies

All ofthe CNAs discussed howthe individual cfiaracteristics ofthe residents they

served influencedthe ways in which the CNAs responded to them.  lThen residemts were

#of z'# f#ez'r rz-gfaf rmj-#cZ, or confused, the CNAs felt that extra patience and tolerance were

called for.  Acknowledgment that the elderly were frequently cJg¢/z'ng w'ffe JoSs or

c7epresSj'o# evoked compassion:  c¬You think about it.  You take them out oftheir home,
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you place them in unfamiliar surroundings, andtheyjust feel useless.  They can do but

so much, and they know it."  But when clients were !'us,'sr,'#g o# zfegjr r,'gfets, CNAs

felt the clients needed an explanation ofthe reason for a request, whichtypically was for

the resident9s benefit:  ¬CIfambulation was the issue, I would constantly reinforce that

¬this is to help you."9  Sometimes such residents were a source offrustration:  ccThey feel

like, ¢I can do it because itps my right.  I don9t want to get out ofbed, it9s my choice.  I

don3t have to.9  And we inave people like that.  We have some strong elderly people

sometime.  It9s hardto work withthem."

Many ofthe CNAs comments described residents who appeared to be

anfflof,'v#,ecg, /c{ay, orgz-w'#g 2,P.  These residents were a source ofconcem, and the

response ofthe CNAs was to seek reasons forthe behaviors and to provide

encouragement and motivation, for erample, ¬c[We had] this big woman..,we were

practically lifting her...she wouldn9t even tum herselfover. We thought it wasjust

laziness.  Well, they changed her medicine.  I think what it was with her was depression,

basically. They changed her medicine and a couple orthree days she was like a new

person"

The nursing Process

This is an extremelybroad category  that describes the ¬{how" ofthe CNA

experience in transactions with elderly residents.  Subcategories are composed of

assessing, planning, implementing, &nd evaluating~--aspects ofproviding care which are

part ofthe vocabulary ofall nurses.

In cz£'SeSSz+tg, CNAs described how they determined the needs and goals ofthe

residents, using conepasSjo# /sensitivity), 7-#,ttj-,jVe S#Z'//S (listening hard), experje#c¬, and
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#cf##/ J2#rS'J'#g keOW/etfge OfPhaySiCal Problems.  Assessing was described as both an

intuitive skill and one whaich years ofexperience would help to develop.  With

experience, a CNA could teamto understand even residents3 nan-verbal communication:

c¢You've got to really pick at the details...sometimes there3re underlying issues...that you

just can9t see on the surface.  So they misfit be upset about something else andjusttrying

to incorporate it into their ambulating or something...you9ve got to listen and pay

attention to what9s going on."  CNAs recognized their important role in observing

changes in residents that nurses may not notice:  ¬clfthey have a decline, you wouldbe

the first to key in on it, because they9re more apt to tell you because they see you around

so much....Tfiey're a little withdranun to tell the nurse...but where they wog,#talk more to

me because I9m there all the time with them.'3

PlarmingisTheprocess of offlering choices a:ndestablishing mutual goals.  AIL of

the CNAs were skillful at providing opportunities for the exercise ofchoice for elderly

people:  ¬¬As far as getting up in the moming, ask them, cwhat would you like to wear

today?9 instead ofsaying, aYou3re going to put this on today."3   Another CNA stated,

¢¢There3re things you know they can7t have, maybe you can kind oflike, you know,

suggest otherthings."

The subcategory z'"p/grme#fr-ng reveals the great variety ofways that CNAs help

residents obtain their goals and choices.  It includes ¬S'fz7b/isfa,-ng frZ,Lgf, ,e¢chZ'#g, COorjng

crJZCJ gJ£CO#ragJ'#g, #C7voca,z'7Zg, /OckZ'ng/Or Cr Way, (Persistence, flexibility, and Creativity),

and aneefj'J£g #feeJac ft#fjfing, {StePPing in the gap, doing for residents What they WOuld dO

for themselves ifthey were able).   As CNAs and clients became more familiar with eacfi

other, comfortable and mutually agreeable pattems ofbehaavior were established whicfi
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appearedto work for both people.  For examples One CNA described her approach to

helping residents get started in the moming.-  ¬cThere are some others...that you might

really have to coax them out ofbed, andjust sit dolrm and talk to tinem...and help them

get oriented,..+Some ofthem, you can say a littlejoke or something right offthe bat and

they'll be more responsive to that than to ¬cthis is what we9re going to do now."  The

ways that CNAs accomplishedtheirtasks while accommodating their clients preferences

and individuality seemedto involve remarkable artfulness, and highligfrted the

importance ofstable, long term relationships in accommodating preferences ofthe

elderly.

Ev#/#t],,'7Zg Showed haOW the CNAs determined whether their interventions were

satisfactory to their elderly clients.  Numbers ofstatements which exemplifiedthis

subcategory were limited, perhaps because long term relationships with clients did not

require the same level ofevaluation  as in sholfterm settings. Trie following is an

example ofone CNA9s conscientious effortto make certain that her interventions were

satisfactory to her clients:  ccAnd I do let them know that ifthey ever do have a problem

with me to please let me know, and then I will go ahead and make sure I change it in

some way and make it better for them."

Conflicts

Participants described a variety ofsituations whaich led to conflict with residents,

These conflicts invariably involved an ethical  conflict between compcting values.

Sometimes safety for residents would be compromised, sometimes there was conflict

over the necessity of following rules or therapeutic recommendations.   Participants

expressed the beliefthat there is always a way to arrive at a mutually agreeable solution
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to confliets, andthey described"ny strategies.-  teaching, negotiating, allowing time

clad space, bendingthe rules, yielding usinghumor, "benevolertt deception," finding a

way, relinquishing the situation to a co-worker or superior, ernd,wrfuenrueoessary,

z'usisfz+#g.  Generally, careful communication resolved conflicts:  ¬cAs long as you explain

to them, and treat them like adults, you]d be amazed, most ofthe time they do understand

and you really don9t have too much ofa conflict.  Explanation is a good key, and

communicating.93

lhthen difficulties arose, CNAsjustified the use ofpragmatic but ethically

questionable responses when the outcome was resident satisfaction:  ¢¢A lot oftimes you

have to ttrm your head for things like, ifthey9re forbidden to have salt...and the first thing

they91l ask for is salt, and you may go out ofyour way to flndjuSt maybe a little package

ofsalt and that little pack will go a long way and means a lot to them."   Be#evo/gJff

c7ecepz,`o# involved putting offthe request ofa confused patient:  ¢icOkay, Ma»am, but we

won't be able to carry you today.  We9ll see about tomorrow.9  And probably it won9t be

on theirminds tomorrow."  One CNA described an elaborate deception in her facility

designed to distract a confused resident from the hope that walting cars would take her on

outings:  She was taken to windows that had been ¬cdisguised93 to look rainy, and told,

¬¬Oti, man, you don't want to go out there.  It9s raining out there, it9s cold out there..."

For resolving conflicts teamwork was an extremely useful resource.  CNAs

recognized that cognitively impaired residents might be satisfied by another CNA when

the efforts ofthe assigned CNA were rejected:  ccShe may listen to me for an hour, then I

come back to her in the next 15 minutes, she don9t want to hear anything I have to say.

She may listen to the next person."   When difficult situations arose, CNAs could always
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call upon the nurses to assume responsibility or provide guidance:  ccGo to the charge

nurse, pass it on to her.  That9s what we9re toldto do."

Insistence was necessary when safety was compromised, and also when resident

choices were irresponsible or affectedthe community in a negative way.  This insistence

upon holding residents accountable for responsible behavior may seem coercive, but in a

certain sense it can be interpreted as upholdingthe resident9s adult status as a responsible

member ofthe community.  In other words, with residents9 rights go responsibilities.

One CNA described her response when a resident was overheard discussing the

confidential circumstances ofother residents with friends overthe phone:  ccSo I tried to

explainto her on the next occasion that those people have rights also....Because like I say,

cThink about ifthe role was reversed and it was you and you wouldn9t want anybody to

know what you was goingthrough...and somebody came in and invaded your privacy.7

And she kind ofgot thinking about it."

Occasionally when they reached the limits oftheir abilityto work out solutions,

CNAs revealed that they experienced powerful emotions ofregref or£crc7#e£S.  An

awareness ofthe enormous lasses that elderly clients may have experienced and an

awareness ofthe limitations ofinstitutions to meet human needs was acknowledged.-

¬¢I knowthat they need a lot ofcaring like love and attention.  Sometimes we9re not able

to give all that."   At othertimes, the CNAs strongly sympathized with their clients, and

were tom by conflicting demands ofpromoting autonomy and acting with beneficence:

ccl said, ¬I don3t like getting Mr. _ up because he3s contracted and he don9t want to get

up.9  And [the nurse] said, dwell, that9s the doctor3s order and we have to do this.9  I said,

cBut it9s hard for me.  I don3t like to do this,  The man]s in pain and it bothers me.979
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Big_i_d§,ptS__:i__ife

Most CNAs expressed a beliefthat residing in a long term care facility did not

limit a person3s civil rights or the right to make decisions in his orm best interests.  Every

participant  stated in effect, that c{To me, [resident rights mean] the same rights as

everyone else has, you know.  Just because theyJre old, don3t neglect their rights....They

might not have their right mind, but their rights are basicallythe same.'9  These CNAs

shared a basic assumption was that theirjob included ensuringthat residents9 rights were

respected.

Some CNAs have found that recent residents rights legislation has led to policies

that have resulted in a proliferation offeczSLgJeS for staff, absurdities, and actual threats to

resident safety.  while a beliefin residents rights is unquestionable, considerable doubt

exists about the wisdom ofsome resident rights regulations. The CNAs provided

examples ofthe unintended consequences ofregulations designed to reduce the use of

restraints, including protective rails on beds.I  ccBecause ofcpatients9 rights9 they have the

right to fall out ofbed and break a hip when it could be prevented.  For CNAs that9s the

biggest gripe.  Not that we want them restricted...we don9t want to tie them dour.  But

you9ve got somebody who doesn9t know the bed perimeters...you can3t even put a rail on

the bed to keep them from falling out ofthe bed?"  vthile bed rails can be used if

responsible family members provide whtten permission, apparently it is uncommon for

the nursing home to procure this permission.  Instead, other measures are used in an

attempt to prevent injury to resident at risk for falls:  c¬They9ve put mattresses dour on

the floor so we can break our necks stepping on them to wait on the patient.  Have you

ever tried working on somebody with a mattress on the floor?"
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Another area ofdifficulty is a patientsJ rights policy that prohibits making room

changes for residents without first obtaining documented permission from responsible

family members for all residents involved.  Formerlythis was a matter within the

purviewofCNAs.  when a conflict between residents was observed, cNAs could

accomplish room changes without difficulty.  c¬Nowthen, ¬patients9 rightsJ have stepped

in and you have to get this family member and another family member andthe

responsible partyto all agree thatthey can be moved to another room.  And the nurses

aren9t going thaougha all that hassle.  so they stay where they9re at.  But that was one little

hands-on thingthat we usedto be able to accomplish, was that we could pall people up

that got along.  And you shouldn9t have to live with somebody that you3re not compatible

with."   In some ways, these regulations limit the ability ofcNAs to makejudgments and

carry out actions forthe benefit ofresidents.  They limitthe power ofCNAs to respond to

the individual needs they observe among residents

The OBRA 1990 requirement that newly admitted residents to long term care be

informed oftheir rights has had another unintendedconsequence for cNAs.

Cognitively impaired residents may  appeal to these rights as an excuse for anti-social

behaviors.  As one CNA stated, ¬¬Residents9 rights!  They can know that by heart!  They

know cresidents9 rights9 by heart!... dwell, I know my rights, and my rights is that I can

sleep in my clothes ifl want to."  Residents9 refusals to be changed out ofwet or soiled

clothes, to participate in therapeutic activities, orto assume responsibility for their our

actions create ethical conflicts for CNAs, who are responsible for finding the way to

respect autonomy while practicing beneficence and maintaining a safe, healthful

environment for other residents,
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This chapter has summarized the themes that resulted from the interviews with

CNAs who shared many experiences and thoughts concerfung the promotion of

autonomy for the elderly in long term care.  A more complete list ofCNA statements

which exemplify each subcategory is found in Appendix F.
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CHAPTER V

Discussion

The CertifiedNursing Assistants who participated in this study showed that their

work involves creativity, resourcefulness, continual adaptation, fulfillment, and genuine

caring.  The 6¢conceptual model offactors influencing interactions between nursing and

elderly clients in long term care" (Figure 1) had predicted mention ofbarriers to

autonomy in the form ofpoor attitudes toward the elderly, ignorance ofspecial needs,

and resentment derived from low status, limited opportunity and lowpay.  However,

none ofthese negative themes could be extracted from the data generated by these

participants.

Aftitudes

The CNAs in this study seemed to have remarkably positive attitudes abouttheir

work and about elderly people in general.  They indicated that their work with the elderly

was a source ofinterest, pride and satisfaction.  A participantts description ofthe CNA

role as cca calling, a ministry" hichlighted the fact thatthis role incorporates emotional

and spiritual dimensions as well as physical ones.   It has been suggestedthatthe CNAs

face an impossible task when expected to meetthe needs ofresidents in all three

dimensions (Bowers & Becker,1992).    As part ofa ¬cformal group," CNAs complete a

large number ofphysical tasks as efficiently and economically as possible for extrinsic

rewards.  CNAs also serve in a c¢primary group" role, however,  and there is an

expectation that they will meet emotional needs, motivated by bonds ofaffection like

family members.   This combination role may seem impossible, but the CNAs in this
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study strove to fulfill it.  As one CNA stated, ¢cyou got to p2CZke a little tine, especially

ifyou see them gethng dolun and depressed."

Most germane to this study, all participants expressed an understanding ofthe

importance ofexpanding the opportunities to exercise choice for elderly people and

described the many ways that they were able to do so.  They indicatedthat given

adequate time, nearly any difficulty faced in the process ofccmutual goal setting'9 could be

surmounted.  These positive attitudes seemed to contribute to the often expressed belief

that ccthere is always a way" to support residents3 righat to autonomy.

Envirorment
i_      ___I              -_                    -                           _            ____I                 _         I                                ____:-__        -                 __--

CNAs in this study described many envirormental factors whicha, when present,

facilitated their efforts to help the elderly remain autonomous.  They described teamwork,

supportive superiors, and educational experiences in the form ofinservices, ¬cbecause you

really don't team all that in school."

The CNAs also described many features at work in the long term care

environment which interfere with supporting individual autonomy. one was a growing

demand for ¢¢institutionalized caring" in the fiorm ofburgeoning regulations that dictate

specific and documentable actions.  Another was the legislatedmandate for residents9

rights that may pit the value ofindividual freedom against common sense and safety

issues.  Yet another was the overwhelming pressure to reduce labor costs imposed by

managed care and by health care reform.  VThle the first two elemerlts increased the

demands placed on long term care givers, the third element guaranteedthat stafflng

would be held at minimal levels.  As several CNAs indicated, this set up a vicious cycle

in which the facilities already enduring extreme stress would lose workers to burnout and
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exhaustion.  As a result, retention ofremaining workers would become more difficult

and recruitment ofnew workers, nearly impossible.

According to the CNAs, this stressed environment affected the nursing home

resident in many ways.  Nurses became less responsive to voiced concems, cNAs

delivered only the basics, the physical needs ofresidents weretreated in an assembly-line

marmer and emotional needs were met only coincidentally.  Because providing

individualized care and promoting autonomy are tasks which require the luxny oftime,

patience, and persistence, these tasks may not receive priority during times ofsfiort

stafflng.  In addition, short staffing may undermine those motivating fa¢tors that cNAs

described as intrinsic to their work.  The only CNAs who could realistically be expected

to continue in this environment are those whose chiefmotivation is salary, who are

unable to secure employment elsewhere.

The reduced staffing that has accompanied recent health care changes fias led to

other problems, according to tfie CNAs.  Loss ofa stable group ofworkers haas resulted in

a loss ofteamwork, contributingto loss ofcamaraderie and loss ofmutual support and

appreciation.  Fewer CNAs in a settirlg for elderly people mean fewer workers to share

heavy physical tasks, which may contribute to neglect ofresidentsJ needs and  requests.

It also reduces the human resources available to resolve conflicts that cocur in the

processes ofmutual goal-setting.

CNAs expressed concem about the unrealistic and inadequate educational

preparation ofnewly hired CNAs.   Research has demonstrated that newly hired CNAs,

overwhelmed by the difficulty ofleaming to manage workloads in the long term care

setting, may either quit or learn to work in ways that ignore individual resident needs or



preferences (Bowers & Becker,1992).  This failure ofCNA educational programs thus

contributes directly to high staff-tunover in long term care, and indirectly to the

diminishment ofautonomy for elderly people.

Resident characteristics
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The CNAs in this study discussed the importance oftaking into account the

differing chaaracteristics ofthe residents in their care as they went about their work.

Residents who were cognjtive]y impaired, or like ¢ca two year old, mentally,39 were given

much latitude, and when conflicts occurred, were treated with tolerance and

accommodation.  CNAs also recognized depression and suffering amongresidents, and

responded with sympathy and extra attention.  cNAs occasionally had to deal with

residents whom they considered lazy, urmotivated, or stubbom]y insistent on their

ccrights."   Unmotivated residents received extra teaching, coaxing, and exhorfutions to

help themselves and reach their potential.  Those residents who used ¢crights" in orderto

resist complying with routines created ethical dilemmas forthe cNAs.  They sought to

balance respect for autonomy with the principles ofbeneficence (was the resident's well-

being at risk?) andjustice (were other residents or the environment affected by the

resident9s behavior?) as they decided whether to yield to the resident9s rights or insist on

compllance.

Accounting for individual circumstances and characteristics is a time- and energy-

consumingprocess for CNAs, but it shows a resistance to stereotyped attitudes and is

extremely important for promoting autonomy.

ifepu_rs_ipg__pro_cL±S

when asked haow they were able to help old people have their our way, cNAs in



this study revealed the varieties ofways they determined what elderly residents

wanted, and howthey went about helpingthem to achieve their goals.  In nursing it is

often difficultto find the way to assist clients without assuming control.  Many ofthe
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CNA statements indicated thatthey recognized the importance ofproviding only as much

support aS residents needed to accomplish their goals.  At times they offered substantial

encouragement and support---to the point ofbullying---recognizing that this would

ultimately help residents retain or regain control and independence.

Conflict

Remarkably, the participants in this study felt that all conflicts that arose in the

course oftrying to assist residents could be resolved in a way that was satisfactory to both

resident and CNA.  Sometimes a simple intervention sucfi as teaching, negotiating, or

talking it out was effective, especially when the CNA pointed out that compliance would

ultimately lead to a goal desired by the resident such as getting stronger, becoming more

independent, or retuming home.   sometimes the cNAs used the sligfitly unethical tactic

ofccbenevolent deception," with cognitively impaired residents, making misleading or

untruthful statements in orderto satisfy those who persistently made uneasonable or

impossible requests.  Their fabrications seemed to fit in with the residentts our idea of

reality, seemed to provide satisfaction for the moment, and therefore seemed easy to

rationalize.  In matters perceived to be trivial, cNAs did not hesitate to yield to the

choices ofresidents or even to bendthe rules.  They were aware that this was one

powerful way ofhelping residents retain their sense ofautonomy in spite oflosing

control in many areas oftheir lives.



The CNAs described many circumstances in which the wishes ofresidents
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were overridden without regret or fiesitation. These situations generally involved safety,

regulations, or the rights ofother residents.  The fact that CNAs held residents

responsible for appropriate behavior implies that a realm exists in which the elderly---

whatevertheir circumstances or limitations---may still exercise significant cfioice as

moral agents.  Thae strategy ofc¢insisting" also highlights the determination ofcNAs to

maintain an environment in which civility is practiced and the rights ofresidents are

protected.

RLffLi__¢e,ptsI:____£jgbe

CNAs unanimously expressed the beliefthat admission to a nursing fiome did not

at all negate an elderly person9s right to act automously.  This beliefwas generally

qualified by ¬cifthey have their right mind."  Like many ethicists, the cNAs realized that

the right to autonomy assumes that a person is competent to make choices ofbehalfof

himself.

CNAs recognized that legislation and regulations designed to protect and promote

resident autonomy have had unintended consequences.  For example, efforts to reduce the

use ofrestralnts have apparently resulted in an increase in injuries for residents. The

recent redefining ofbedrails as ccrestraints" has led facilities to develop outrageous

strategies to protect confused residents from falls, which makes the work ofcNAs much

more difficult and puts £#eow at risk for injury.  The difficulty ofarranging for room

changes for incompatible residents was also mentioned as aconsequence oflegislation.

Tfiese and otherrecent changes were meant for the protection ofresidents9 rights.

Paradoxically, they instead seem to limit the ability ofcNAs to respond to the specific
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needs ofindividual residents.  An inability to address individual needs is characteristic

ofinstitutions that fail to suppolf autonomy.

Sienificance

This study was significant because it provided a fomm in which CNAs could

speck for themselves and  share their valuable perspective on a situation ofgrowing

concem to the public.  The data generated in this study supported the relationships

establisfied in the conceptual model. The data also highlistted the factors in the long term

care environment that fiave a negative impact on the promotion ofautonomy. Such

situations as chronic sholf-staffing, loss ofteamwork, inadequate educational preparation,

and the uniutended consequences ofresidents9 richts legislation have serious implications

for long term care residents .

hat,lications for nursing

The concems that CNAs expressed in this study about their workplace

environment and the pressures it imposed on their relationships with residents should be

closely attended to by nursing administrators and policy makers in long term care.

Cirowing numbers ofelderly will depend on the adjustments that might be made to highly

stressed system.  It is unlikely that funding will everbe adequate to staffinstitutions to

the extent that they actually approximate family sethngs with family affective bonds and

truly individualized care.  But what possibilities might mitigate the present situation?

The major strength ofthe workplace environment cited by CNAs was teamwork

when it was present.  An absence ofteamwork was demoralizing and debilitating.  The

effects ofthe absence ofteamwork were discernable to finnily members, visitors, and

inspectors alike;  obviously residents would experience the effects as well.  Its impact on
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the ability to provide individualized care and support patient choice is apparent.

Without teamwork, CNAs had difficulty responding in a timely marmer to the needs that

residents expressed.  Without teamwork, a CNA could only rely on her olun limited, and

possibly inadequate, resources ofstrength and creativity to meet the diverse needs of

elderly residents.  Those nurses who help to structure the environment in which CNAs

work should give thought to the ways in which teamwork can be fostered and CNAs can

be encouraged to help support each other.

Another source ofconcem that CNAs cited was the lack ofrealistic educational

preparation for newly hired orientees.  Typically, professional nurses provide the training

and arrange clinical experiences for CNA students.   It is suggested that successful

working CNAs might be recruited to help provide instruction in practical matters such as

howto organize the work, how to negotiate the difficult situations with patients, and how

to manage time.  It would be worthwfiile fior nursing administrators and educators to

work together to prepare CNAs for the reality ofthe workplace andto support them once

they are there.

Other concems thatthis study highlighted were the practical consequences that

residsnts9 rights regulations have had in long term care.  For example, many nursing

fhoilities are struggling to come up with solutions that both comply with residents3 rights

regulations and promote resident safety.  Placing protective mattresses on the floor

around resident beds and even allowing residents to sleep on mattresses placed directly

on the floor are ways that nursing homes have attempted to prevent injuries while

avoiding the appearance ofrestraints.  Obviously these solutions introduce their olrm

problems for staffand for residents.
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the regulations in different ways.   For example, one CNA stated that the use ofany

bedrail was considered a restraint and required substantial documentation as well as

vlitten pemission from a residentJs family.  Another facility9s policy seemed to state

that while the use offour rails on a bed to protect a resident from falls was considered a

restraint, the use oftwo orthree rails was not.  since this issue seems so important for

both resident safety and resident autonomy,  a careful examination and questiorfung ofthe

intent oftfie regulation is called for.EmifeI

This study was limited by the small number oflong term care facilities in which

the researcherwas invited to seek participants.  Although data saturation occurred in

many categories, the CNAs revealed significant differences in the cultues oftheir

particular facilities and widely varying ways that autonomy might be supported or

hindered in each one.  cNAs from other facilities on the Fhstem shore would have

broadened the range ofexperiences that were discussed.

This study was further limited by the very focused design ofthe interview guide,

which confined the comments to narrowly defined subjects.  A more open-ended

instnrment micht have elicited perspectives on entirely unsuspected CNA concems.

cNAs who agreed to participate in a study were likely to be CNAs who are

confident, successful and articulate.  Therefore, a perspective on the less positive and less

favorable aspects ofthe CNA experience was lacking in this study.  It js likely that a

perception ofrisk prevented some cNAs from participating and produced guardedness in

others.   It is also possible that participant responses to questions were influenced by an
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awareness ofthe social desirability ofpurely favorable, positive remarks concerfung

the support ofautonomy for the elderly.

It is not unlikely that the researcher, by virtue ofbeing an outsider, might haave

presented a barrier to trusting, candid sharing ofexperience.  The structure ofthe

interviews (the setting, the audiotape equipment, etc.) might also have seemed

intimidating and presented a barrier to oppen communication.

Future Research
-----i---:      ----                                    .'-------_         -_            --,-_I      _-_                            _-__

In one facility, the researcher was invited to meet with cNAs immediately after a

staffmeeting in order to describe the proposed study and invite participation.  No

supervisorwas present, and in this small and safe-seeming group setting, the cNAs

became engaged in a rather free-wheeling, synergistic {and unfortunately, un-tapechle)

discussion oftheir experiences with resident rights.  It would be interesting to use a focus

group like this one to generate spontaneous ideas.  cNAs who might have found an

individual interviewtoo risky or too intensive could contribute freely in a group oftheir

Peers.

It would be interesting to further explore the concept of¢¬teanworkt' in orderto

leam more about ways CNAs experience it andthe uncomplicated (and inexpensive)

ways that institutions might foster it.  Acknowledging the fact that much ofthe work of

CNAs carrot be accomplished in the absence ofteamwork is an important admission for

long term care administration.  It would be interesting to explore the perceptions of

nursing home administrators regarding the importance ofmany such CNA concerns.

It would be worthwhile to encourage cNAs to describe the educational

experiences that were most helpfiul in preparing them for success working in a long term
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reality ofwork in a long term care facility is a time when many decide to quit, and is an

area for further exploration.   Do successful CNAs feel their educational experience

provided useful practical preparation?  can they identify aspects ofthe orientation

Process that Were helpful?  How does the environment support a new CNA?  what are

the lessons a new CNA teams from her co-workers about the importance ofallowing for

resident autonomy?

During their interviews cNAs occasionally made statements which could not be

explored at the time due to the researcher9s determination to keep the interview focused.

One sucfi issue emerged when a CNA was asked ifshe experienced the satisfaction of

Personal growth in her WOrk.   She stated that she did, and then spoke ofthe potential for

growlfi for residents:

I don9t see how there9s any personal growth for a person in a long term care

facility.  I think that once they9ve reached the point ofcoming to a long term

facility, they basically know that it9sjust amatter oftime before they pass

away....There is no growth.

This may be a common perception ofthose who care for the elderly in nursing homes.

One of tenets ofnursing is that  living involves continuous growth and change and that

human beings retain the ability to grow in various ways until death.  It would be

interesting to leam howthose who sfiape the environment ofthe elderly in long term care

viewthe possibilities for growth, and how their beliefs influence their practices,
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CNAs who participated in this study provided a great deal ofinsight into the

complexity oftheir role.  They are the persormel in long term care who are closest to

residents and their decisions and actions determine whether or not residents ofnursing

homes experience autonomy.

During these interviews cNAs have described many different factors that

influence them in this role ofpromoting autonomy.  It is apparent that the hiring ofmore

CNAs in every long term care facility would signifilcantly improve the quality oflife for

residents.  It is clear that sinort stafflng iS frequently unavoidable and that ittakes an

enormous toll on CNAs and residents alike.  There are many actions that can be taken to

support both new and experienced CNAs in their work that would alleviate many ofthe

pressures in long term care sethngs.

Perhaps the most important step to be taken to support the rights ofelderly people

is to provide an environment that is suppordve of the cNAs who care for them. when

CNAs are given the freedom to experience the satisfactions ofdecision-making and

emPOWerment, they will in tum maximize these opporturit£es forthe people with whom

they work.  when supervisors take CNA observations and concems seriously and treat

them with respect, CNAs will in tum respond to elderly residents with attentiveness and

respect.  And when a system recognizes that this group ofworkers represents the very

heart ofcaring in long term care facilities and values them accordingly,  then perhaps all

the elements that support CNAs9 ability to promote autonomy forthe elderly will be in

place.
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Statement of Approval
committee on Human Research

Date.'   March  17, 2000

To:       Barbara KeIIam, Ann Snyder

Title.-A View from the 'Front Lines: Perspecti'ves of.Certified Nursing Assistants on
Promoting Autonomy among the EIderly in Long Term Care.                             I

The Committee on Human Research has considered the above aPPliCati;n and, On the
-}

basis of available evI'denCe, records its OPi-niOnS aS follows:
1)          The rights and Welfare Of indiividual VOlunteerS are adequately protected.

t2'        :d[-:qTa:t!erloJdssatfi:a:ueafrTdr:hi-:£r::-Tti:-dofc_oin=e=e=ttryFer:fsutliLyipeP:o;=i~:tf:mainndors; consent_

is obtained from parents or guardians.,)

(3)        :hh:cihnv:Sat;gba:O,.rnSvaorlev:edS,PaOnndSitbhlee:no?:vnitiaula:'e:?c:lpb::ennetfitt: :;:hd:e any risks

investigation fully justify these studies.
®

(4)       THhueJ:nve;t:fua:::serass:fuamneJtchhea:egsepsosnhs:buillityd:;enI:t#ntgh:h:e:;oTdmoli:;e :rnthe

protocol on the research project involving a risk tO the indiV®ldual
volunteers.

The application is COnSidered tO be:_X_Exempt,_Expedited,_Full Comm'lttee
provided that no names are used.

RE-  ll_II__ EF

Committee Chair
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P.O. Box 215
Franktown, VA  23354
September 30, 1999

Name
Title
lustitution
Address

Dear Ms. xxxxxx,

I am eurolled in Salisbury State University9s Graduate Nursing Program and am currently
involved in planning research for athesis.  My interests are in the field ofgeriatric nursing, and I am
hoping to explore the concept ofpromoting autonomy for the elderly in long term care.  My observation is
that CNAs provide the most direct careto the elderly.  Their work may at times be repetitive and physically
difficult and may in many ways seem unappreciated and uurewarding;  nevertheless,  the interactions
between CNAs and their clients make a profound diflirence in the quality oflife for the elderly in long
term care.   rve tentatively named my study c{A View from the Front Lines'.  Perspectives of
Certified Nursing ALSSiStantS Promoting Autonomy among the Elderly in Long Term Care."

This is a qualitative study which proposes to explore the subject ofautonomy from the
perspective ofCNAs.  I would like to conduct individual personal interviews with  subjects who have  been
informed ofthe nature ofthis investigation and volunteered their participation.  The interviews would be
audiotaped and would last approximately 30 minutes each.  These would be arranged forthe convenience
ofthe CNAs, and each CNA would be offered a gift certificate valued at $5.00 to compensate for hertime.
A list ofproposed openngnded questions is attached for your perusal. It is the nature ofan exploratory study
to seek further elaboration ofsome responses, but  I would not expect to deviate very far from these
questions.  In addition, I will request some basic demographic information from each participant, (see
attached);  like the interview itself, this information will remain confidential.  Each interview will be
ideutifled by a ceded number, and no other information will link a particular interview with an individual.
I am seeking participation not only from (your institution)  CNAs but also from CNAs from other agencies
serving the elderly on the Eastem Shore.  This is by no means for comparative purposes but ratherto
broaden the range ofexperiences discussed and to malke this convenience sample more cross-sectional.

I hope that this study will reveal interesting and common themes in the responses ofCNAs.
Did their educational experiences emphasize the importance ofaccomodating the individual preferences
oftheir elderly charges?  What factors do they identify in the long term care environment and culture
that promote autonomy?  What barriers inhibit it?  Do CNAs recognize the inherent occasional conflicts
between resident's wishes and institutional routines and policies?  How do they decide between takingtime
to allow for individual patient choice and completing work assignments efficiently?

The issues involved in caring forthe elderly are important ones for professional nurses who plan
care and provide supervision ofaides.  These issues are interesting and important ones to me.  Ifgranted
permission to seek interviews with (your institution)  CNAs, I would be happy to make a presentation on
the subject (the importance ofc{self-determination" for the elderly) to your staff, I would be pleased to
share the results ofthe study, and I would certainly gratefully acknowledge your assistance!

Most sincerely,

Jinn M. Snyder, R.N.
757442-4118

Enclosures
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In signingthis document, I am giving my consent to be interviewed by Arm
Snyder, a student at Salisbury State University, under the direction ofDr. Barbara
Kellam, Associate Professor, Department ofNursing, Salisbury State University,
Salisbury, Maryland.  I understand that I will be part ofa research study that will focus
on the experiences and perceptions ofCertifiedNursing Assistants working in long term
Care.

I understandthat I will be interviewed in a quiet setting at atime convenientto
me.  I will be asked some questions about my experiences working with elderly people.
The interview will last approximately 20 ~ 30 minutes and will be audiotaped.

I understandthat I was asked to participate inthis study because I am employed
as a Certified Nursing Assistant at
Virginia9s Eastern Shore.

a long term care fhoility on

This interview was granted freely.  I have been informed thatthe interview is
entirely voluntary andthat even afterthe interviewbegins, I can refuse to answer any
specific questions Or decide tO terminate the interview at any paint.  I have been told that
my answers to questions will not be given to anyone else.  I have also been informedthat
my participation or nan-participation or my refusal to answer questions will have no
effect on any aspect ofmy employment.  I have beentoldthat any infomationthat I
provide will be kept confidential, that all documents will be identified with code numbers
ratherthan names, and that after the study has been completed, materials will be stored in
a locked cabinet for one yearbefore being destroyed.  The results ofthe study may be
shared with long term care agencies, but my responses will be pooled with those ofother
participants to maintain anonymity,

This study will help develop a better understanding ofthe experiences ofCertified
Nursing Assistants and factors that might prove helpful to them and to their patients.
However, I will receive no direct benefit as a result ofparticipation.  As a means of
compensating for any fatigue, inconvenience, or monetary costs associated with
participating in this study, I have received a gift certificate Valued at $5.00 for granting
this interview.

I understandthat the results ofthis research will be given to me ifI ask for them
and that Ann Snyder is the person to contact ifI have any questions about the study or
about my ristts as a study participant.  hdrs. Snyder can be reached through a collect call
at (757)4424118.

Date                                                                      Participant9s Signature

Interviewer's Signature

This form has been adapted from Nursing Research:  Princi_BleS and Methods, 5th Ed. By Demise Polit and
Bemadette Hunglar, 1995.  Philadelphia.-I. B. Lippincott and Co.,  p. 128.
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

-

Cu

m

What is your age?
a.          less than 20 years
b.          21 -30 years
c.          31 -40 years
d.          41 -50 years
e.          51 -60 years
f.           more than 61 years

What is your gender?
a.          female
b.          male

How did you receive your training as a certifiedNursing Assistant?
a.          high school vocational education program
b.          community college training programtjb workplace on-the-job training

other, please specify

How many years have you worked in your current work setting?
a.           less than 1
b.           1-3
c.          4-8
d.          9-12
e.           13-20
f.           more than 2I {please specify)

How many years have you worked in long term care withthe elderly?
a.           less than 1
b.           2-5

6 or more

Vthat is the extent ofyour formal education?
a.          less than a high school diploma
b.          higfi school diploma or G.E.D.
c.          some college
d.          college graduate
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INTERVREW FORMAT

What made you choose to work with old people inthis nursing home?  How do
you feel about the work you do?

How do you feel about old people?  Do you think they have any special needs?  If
so, how did you loam about what these special needs are?

were you ever encouraged to let old people ccdo for themselves'3 as much as they

fan?  Ifso3 how Was this advice COnVeyed tO you?  Why do you think it3s
Important tO let Old people make decisions and choices whenever they can?

4.         At work, in whatways are you able to help oldpeople have their our way?  what
are some things that make it hard?  Ifone ofthe people you are caring for
expresses a Wish tO dO SOmething that conflicts slightly with nursing home rules,
what do you do?  How do you feel when you3re not able to help a resident do
something that you know is important to him?

5.          What is it at work that encourages you the most to make residents feel good about
tfiemselves?  How?

6.          Ifyou see that a resident needs somethingthat you can9t provide, what do you
do about it?

7.          Howdoesyourwork helpyouexperience

:I:#iveirtyo?ftheprt:bi::F solving?    personal growl?    being avalued

8.          Doyouplantobedoingthesameworkin5years?   Whyorwhynot?

9.         What changes would you make to make life better for old people in nursing
homes?
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Theme Category         Subcategory                                          Participant Statements

Motivation                   Extrinsic

Intrinsic

When I first took mytraining we needed the money
and in [J they paidvery well.  Very, very well,

I think it was a physical therapist, he was
introducing me...he said, ¬cThis is one ofour
valuable CNAs."  Wells it made me feel Pretty
good.

So I would say it benefits you as a person because
just the patients saying ccThank you" means every-
thing, you know.  ¬cGo11y, been thanked!"

I always loved being around the elderly.  Ijust love
them...just love being around old people, taking
care ofthem.

I donJt care what kind ofenergy you may have,
when  you get to yourjob, once you see one of
those folks, when you walk in, and their face lights
up cause they9re so used to seeing you it makes you
feel good all over.

Cause you see, I had never actually been around a
lot ofold people, cause both sets ofmy
grandparents was dead when I was bom, so I missed
out on that.  And being around them, like you know,
it seems like it's making up for it, and Ijust love
being aroundthem.

I have a lot ofrespect for older people.  There9s a
lot ofwisdom andjust,1ife9s experience in general
that you can team from them.

Everybody always tells me, ¢£Why don9t you go on a
little further, tryto become anRN or LPN?"  but
I7mjust satisfled Where I3m at.

Well, when I was in high school, I always wanted to
be part ofnursing, not knowing what part I wantto
do.
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Theme Category Subcategory

Motivators                   lntrinsic
(continued)

I         I

__I_.__,I_    _  _    ____I       _      ___    _     ___I_  _.    __Pq_p_I_91_Pap_±. St¥t_e_ap_?_P±5__,,i___

I guess being a mom, I also feel like I9m nurturing
them in some way.

I feel I have a lot ofexpertise.  I can really get it
done.

I thaink my skills have increased.

I feel I am an assetto the other cNAs.

I3ve said, you can9t be in it fior the money.  It9s more
than ajob.  It7s a calling.  It9s a ministry.

Then you feel good about the point that they9ve
helped enough that they can go back in their home
and function for themselves....

Ifyou can go along and help somebody do
something ten times better than what they think they
can do, it enlights you, it brightens you up then.

It's a lot ofthe I:amily members that come in that
you get really close to.

And we kinda do little extra things forthem cause
we know they enjoy...interacting with us and having
companionship with us.  And we sit dov\m and get
into their conversation at night.  Those we do enjoy.

It9s not so much a matter ofhelpingthem, it7s, I
guess, cormecting with them also, as another person.
That's importantto me, and I knowthat they have
something that they can give to me, and I haave
something that I can give to them...so it3s like a
partnership.

when I come back, it was like, ¢{you were off
yesterday, and we missed you."
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Theme category           Subcategorv

Environment                Supportive elements
(teamwork, approval
from superiors,
educational suppert)

Participant Statements

But I can say, within our facility we have
teamwork.  Our teamwork is great. It3s
great.

On our wing...we always work together as
a team. Rarely does anybody go in a room
by their self. We always go together.  If
there are three ofus working, three would
go in a room, maybe there911 be a heavy
person and one not. The one does the one
not and the othertwo does the heaviest....
But on the offeer wings, they won9t even
help each other.

Ofcourse it [teamwork] makes a difference.
Families notice the difference, and that9s
whay they always ask iftheir family
member can go to [a particular unit].
Inspectors knew, visitors noticed the
difference. Families noticed. Teamwork
made the difference.

Used to be, the nurses would thank you
personally.  At the end ofyour shift,they9d
say, ¬¢Thank you, girls, for all your help.J9
Everybody was in there together...it3s
teamwork.  With the nurses, with the CNAs,
with everybody.

You don9t have to give a reward or
anything, butjust say, ccl think you did a
goodjob...appreciate what you3re doing,
Miss."  A little appreciation goes a long
Way

Well, we had a lot ofinservices and
workshops...that teaches you different
things, because you really don9t loam all
that in scfiool,
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'Theme catego

Envirorment

Subcategory

Non-supportive
(non-responsive
superiors,
bToken
promises,
stressful change,
shart-staffing,
loss ofteamwork,
vicious cycle,
nature ofthejob,
bumout, low pay,
physical difficulty
repetitiveness,
inadequate
preparatiofl,
co-worker conflict)

Particirmt statements

It goes in one ear and out the other...I went
right to the nurse with that [patient concem]
and I told her and she said, c¢Yeah, uh huh."
And that ccyech, uh huh99 was it. That was it.
c¢Yeah, uh huh."

And you feel like---and I knowthis is going
on the record---but you feel like you're
being lied to when they tell you that, £cOh,
we9ve hired five or six new workers and
tfiey9ll be here in two weeks."  Well, the two
weeks hasn9t got tiers yet, and that's been
three yearsi

But it's the findings that they find Once they
get there.  Everything that may have been
promised to them at first, they dOn9t get that,
And that9s not an incentive to keep them
there.  And then theyjust venture on.  I
mean, it9s like, we were promised this, we
didn9t get this.

We used to have a supervisor who would tell
us, ¢¬Now ifyou feel like you7re getting to
thatpoint, you go to the break room andjust
take a few minutes to sit dolhm and get
yourselfstraight."  But you know what
happened.  Somebody saw we were sitting
do`un and complained and after a while they
wouldn9t lct us use the break room to take
breaks.  So is it any wonder when your
workers get a little snappy with the patients?
Another time we had this administrator who
got it in his head that we were socializing
among ourselves and wasting time. So the
word came dour, he didn9t wantto see us
walking dolun the halls in groups oftwos
and threes, talking or laughing.  He broke
that up....
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Participant statements

And they were good nurses, good
caring nurses that wouldn9t mind pitching
in to help you out, but you no longer have
them. And then you flnd yourselfdealing
with people that9sjustcoming in, not
because ofthe caring,just simply because
ofa paycheck. And you don't have the
team anymore.

I mean3 they move On tO SOmeWhere else,
that pays more money.  Cause the money
is less for all the work that you have to do.
A lot oftime they expect you to carry your
workload on and another person9s [in times
ofshort staffing] and you still get your same
salary.

It9sjust to get the people in there and then
keep them together....one person starts
straying because they're doing two peoples9
workload and it9s not enough money, and
then the next person and where you used to
have teamwork, you no longer have the team
members.

And you find yourselfgoing beyond the
boundaries,...maybe pulling a muscle
yourself, on trying to help them out.  You
knowthey3re impatient, by waiting for help.
Well, youjust don9t have the help.

And one ofthem,...I could see a difference
in the care she3s giving because she9sjust
simply tired....I mean, you work five days a
week with no fielp, you have your day off,
and the phone rings. ccCan you come work
today?"  That ruins yourvacation, that ruins
your day off.

Theme categories        Subcategories

Environment, continued
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Participant statements

And that9s what9s putting the wear and tear
on me.  It9sjust one nurse and myself....for
four hours, for [a lot off people.  She]s
passing all the meds.  You9ve got two-hour
tums.  And a lot ofthese are total care
people. I mean, it9s hard to try to do these
tums andto try to, you know, free her up
enough from passing meds...to do these
turns and it9s really hard on you.  Then, sfae
may be relieved and go home at seven,
another nurse comes on, butthat still leaves
just me for another four hours,  And it9s
putting wear and tear on you.

They have this policy...seven occurrences
and you9re out the door.  Every occurrence
is a punishment, You can be sent home for
three days.  And they have sent people haome
for three days when we didr!t have enough
help on the floor.

Like, wow.  I didn3t know what it was doing
to me physically, emotionally, and mentally.
I9ve been doingthis for twenty some years
and it was wearing me do`un.  No.  I9m not
going back.

...andthe next thing you know, you'll have
another resident passes away, and you stop
to think....I promised myselfthat ifI ever
got to the point that I was so totally unhappy
with seeing...then it was time to change
careers.  Because I don9t feel like I would be
offering them any positive aspects.  And
sometimes it becomes very repetitious too,
and that9s discouraging.

Theme categories        Subcategories

Envirorment,
(continued)
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Particirmt statements

I usedto get a lot offlack, ifl was in with
a resident,just talking...or waiting while
they were gettingto the end oftheir conver-
sation and I got nmg twice..,when I got out
ofthe room, the other CNAs were like,
c¬where were you?"....See, it9s not so much

pressure coming from the residents, it9s
pressure coming from the other workers who
don3t want to spend time....And there9s
times, too, when I don9t want them to be
rung.  I9m sort ofpossessive, you know. I
wantto make sure that I take care ofmy
people andthatthey9re happy and satisfied
before I leave my shift.

A lot ofthem come and then they don9t stay
two or three days.  And then they say they
were not prepared for this.  They didn9t
know old people could haul offand knock
your head off...the first time they get bit or
kicked or punched, that3s the end ofit....
I think in CNA classes they should be taught
that this is wfiat they can expect, and then
they can choose whether they want to stay in
the program or not.  Don't send them
through the program and take their money
and then theytre not prepared for what they
got to face wfien they come in a nursing
home.

[Don't students get practical clinical
experience?I  Well, they c7o go dolun the
hall with us, butthey don9t do anything, they
just observe.  Butwhen it comes do\un to
them doing it, they9rejust not prepared....
They don9t know a single thing.

Theme categories        Subcategories

Envirorment
{continued)

Nan-supportive
e1ements
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Well, most ofwhat we deal with there dues
not have mind enouch to...you know, you9re
dealing with atwo year old childmentally.
You know, you9re taking care ofsomebody
that9s really not there.

It9s times that they may be a little confdsed
at this point in time, and then in the next five
minutes they may be starting to make a little
Sense.

Tfiey9re ready to sell her house....She says,
ccThe day my house is sold, I9m no longer

dressing myself, I9m no longer walking, I9m
no longer feeding myself, I will not do
anything for myself."  Shejust made her
mind up, that3s it....I guess it was a trauma,
I mean, to sell your home, but they have to
do it, to pay her way there.  Medicaid won9t
kick in until everything you got is gone.  So
I mean, they have to do it.

The main concem I have with them, a lot of
them are lonely, and they get to the point
where...they figure they9re unwanted, maybe
by family members, or a lot ofthem donSt
have a lot offamily members left, they may
be the only one.

For one thing,...they lost control ofa lot of
things that they used to have control of.

You think about it.  You take them out of
their home, you place them in unfamiliar
surroundings, and theyjust feel useless.
They can do but so much and they know it.

They feel like, ccl can do it because it9s my
right.  I don3t want to get out of bed, it9s my
choice.  I don7t have to.  And we have
people like that.  We have some strong

Theme catsgories        Subcateggries

Resident
characteristics

Not in right mind,
depressed, dealing
with loss,
insisting on rights,
unmotivated, lazy,
giving up.
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elderly people sometime.  It9s hard to
work with them.

Ifambulation was the issue, I would
constantly reinforce that ¢cthis is to help
you."

Some ofthemjust lack motivation.  [We
had] this big woman...we were practically
lifting her,...she wouldn7t even tum herself
over.   We thought it wasjust laziness. Well,
they changed her medicine. I think what it
was with her was depression, basically.
They changed her medicine and a couple or
three days she was like a new person.

My biggest struggle ...was that...they didrSt
have to do cause they were paying for it...I
told them the truth.  ccYou realize that ifyou
don3t use your body parts...eventually some
day you might not have them to use..."

It3s like a built in instinct. Cause you also
note their body signs.  And verbally listen.
Listen very hard.

It takes years to...mull it out, on how to
approach your patient....It9s not there right
offthe bat....I can honestly tell you that I
was very uncomfortable probably for the
first good yearthat I was a CNA, only
because I was very unsure ofmyself.

I9ve always found that most ofthe time
whenthey didn9t want to do, there is a
reason.  The only other time that I would
run into something like that is if...something
was medically wrong.

Ib__e_m__e____9_a±egQr_i_es   _ _ ___. _   ___S_u_b£T¥_tegQ_ri_e_§

Resident characteristics
{continued)

Tfie nursing
PrOCeSS

Assessment
(compassion,
intuition,
experience,
knowledge)
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You9ve got to really pick at the details...
sometimes there9re underlying issues...
that youjust can9t see onthe surface.  So
they mistt be upset about something else
andjust tryingto incorporate it into their
ambulating or something...you3ve got to
listen and pay attention to wfiat]s going on.

And ifthey have a decline, you would be the
first to key in on it, because they9re more apt
to tell you because they see you around so
much.  Ifyou say, ccl notice you+re not doing
this today..." and they911 say, c¢Wel1, I really
don9t feel that well today."  And ifI was to
say, 6CWell, I3ll go get the nurse..." it would
be like, "No, don9t bother faer."  They9re a
little withdrar^m to tell the nurse.,.but where
they would talk more to me because I3m
there all the time with them.

ESpecially with a stroke person, you have to
watch them howthey eat, howthey
swallow, and really, how they9re chewing.I..

But ifI notice...it continues into the next day
then it's time to go and probe a little bit
further.  ¢{Are you not feeling well?  Did
something happen...?"

As far as getting up in the moming, ask
them, ¬¢what would you like to wear today?"
instead ofsaying, ¢cYou9re going to put this
on today."

ccGet up for lunch, and ifyou don9t feel like

getting up for supper, we3ll let you stay
here."  We give them a choice like that...and
ifthey don3t want to go to the diningroom,
I guess sometimes wejust leave them alone.

±heI#e_.Catgg.Pry._._. _   _.i ___. _    Sub_.ea£§+ggH

Nursing process          Assessment
(continued)

Planning
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Paticipant statements

We micht not go ahead and settle
everything in a five-minute conversation.
This might be an ongoing process...to go
ahead andcome to that mutual agreement.

There9re things you knowthey can9t have,
maybe you can kind oflike, you know,
suggest other things.

And that usually gives a lot ofreliefto them,
knowing they can go ahead and share with
me howthey want something done.

A lot ofthem may have...an outside fiend
that comes in...You know what I9m saying?
You see and you don9t see.  And a lot of
them appreciate that, too, that you don9t go
opening your mouth about what you have
seen..,Tuming your head the other way!

Sometimes you have to cue them.  You
verbally cue them into doing a thing.  Keep
talking to them...you know, ctMr. So-and-so,
you need to eat in orderto get strong."  And
you need to help them some....I begin to talk
to them...and then ifthey feel they don2t
want to feedthemselves, well, I help them
get started,  I sit beside them to see ifthey91l
eat. And they9ll eat.  They'1l start but then
they'll get tired.  And when they get tired,
I3ll pick up the spoon and begin to fieed
them.

There are some others...that you might really
have to coaxthem out ofbed, andjust sit
do`un andtalk to them...and help them get
oriented...some ofthem, you can say a little
joke or something right offthe bat and
they'll be more responsive to that than...
ttThis is what we9re going to do now.73

Theme category           Subcatego

Nursing process           Planning
(continued}

Implementing
(establishing trust,
teaching, coaxing
and encouraalng,
advocating,
looking for a way,
meeting them
halfway)
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Particirmt statements

I have sometimes gone in [to an IDT
meeting] and ask about how he9s doing and
I will figure outthe very interest ofthe
patient.

Sometimes you kind ofgot to make a little
time, especially ifyou see them getting
dour and depressed.

Always...let them do as much as they can for
themselves because there's going to come a
point in time whenthey are unable to do
anything fior themselves, and then that9s
where you play a big part.

[About walkers] ...And sometimes they91l
say, c¢Oh yes."   Especially ifyou put a
little pouch or something in the front ofit.
And we find they9ll take it.

...they get into the tub ofwater, and when I
talce them out and I91l ask them, did they like
it.  And they say, celt was wonderful.  I had
no idea it was going to feellike this.'9

And I do let them knowtoo that ifthey ever
do have a problem with me to please let me
know, and then I will go ahead and make
sure I try to change it in some way and make
it better for them.

As long as you explainto them, and treat
them like adults, you9d be amazed, most of
the time they do understand and you really
don9t have too much ofa conflict.
Explanation is a good key, and
communicating.

SubcategoTheme catego

Nursing process           Implementing
(aontinued)

Evaluating

Conflicts Strategiss
(teaching,
negotiating,
allowing time and
space, bending
rules, yielding,
yielding, humor,ccbenevolent deception,99

relinquishing, insisting)
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rd see this lady inthe hallway with no
cane, no walker,just holding on to the
railing, and as soon as she9d see me coming
she9d get the biggest smile on her face,
because I9d go up to her and rd say, ¢¢Do
you know why rm here?"  And che9d say,¬¬Yes!"  Then Ied give her a hug,...and she

was more than cooperative.... ¬¬I know I7m
not supposed to go...without my walker."
And rd go, ¢cUh hwh!"

Tfiere9s always a way ofavoiding conflict
and confrontation.

And ifthey9re still confrontational towards
you,  you might ask ifsomebody else could
come in and stay with them and take over,
and then come back.

So we try to encourage her.  I say, c¬Ms.  So-
and-so,... would you mind using your walker
please?"  I say, c¬This is a nice little thing,
och, ltd like to have one ofthese."  And
sometimes they'll say, c£Oh, yes.'9  [But] it
don9t always work.  So youjust have to
followthem around, make sure...they can't
walk but so far in the facility, so we911just
say, ccWe9re going to walk with so-and-so,
cause she wants to be up without her
walker."  So that9s flue.

But otherwise I would usually back offand
let them tell me what they want and how it9s
going to proceed.

And ifthey absolutely refuse, then yes, I
will do it.

Making sure they're out for breakfast by
8:00..,yeah, I know!  I sidestepped those
tfiingsi

Theme category           SubcatQj£Q

Conflicts Strategics
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Particirmt statements

There7s always a way ofworking out
everything.  Always.  It might not be
be crossing the cat" actually, the waythey
would like to have it done, but there9s
always a way ofcoming to something that
they9d be satisfied with, always.

A lot oftimes you have to tum your head for
things like, ifthey9re forbidden to have salt.
No salt, no added salt, and the firstthing
they9ll ask for is salt, and you may go out of
your way to findjust maybe a little package
ofsalt and that little pack will go a long way
and means a lot to them.

Go to the charge nurse, pass it on to her.
That9s whaat we're told to do.

Depends on whaat it is.  Ifit9s something that
you know got to do with rules and
regulations, you automatically take it to the
charge nurse.  But for most smallerthings
we can pretty well take care ofit ourselves.

With an Alzheimer9s patient, you don3t push
an Alzheimer9s patient.  Youjust have to
kind ofgo with the flow with them.  Go this
minute and do it or not do it.  And the next
minute you can come back andthey9re flue
and let you do it.  lhthy all the hassle when
you canjust wait a little while, go do
somebody else and then come back tothem?

She may listen to me for an hourthen I
come back to her in the next I5 minutes, she
don9t want to hear anything I have to say,
she may listen to the next person.

We take itto the charge nurse andtell her,
c¢Would it be a problem for her to have it

just fortoday?"

Theme categories        Subcategories

aonflicts
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Particirmt statements

I go, ccOkay.35  You know, youjust have to
agree with them.  ccOkay, maJam, but we
won3t be able to carry you today.  We91l see
about tomorrow."  And probably it won't
+ie on their minds tomorrow.

We have a lady that likes to go outside...so I
tell her, I say, ¢cOh, man, you don9t want to
go out there.  It9s raining out there, it3s cold
out there.   Yes, ma9am, it9s raining.J9  So we
disguise our windows because every time
she sees a car coming and it9s waiting for
someorle, she thinks it3s someone coming to
pick her up.,..and every time she looks out,¬cOoh, the weather7s bad outdoors, Ms. _,

you don9t want to go out there.t9

One ofour patients lovedto smoke.  So we
used to take them [to another area ofthe
fhoility used for psychiatric patients].  One
particular patient went over there and she
had, like,a breach ofconfidence when she
cane back.  She got on the phone and she
told different people she saw this one and
she saw that one....So I tried to explain to
her on the next occasion that those people
have rights also....Because like I say, think
about ifthe role was reversed and it was you
and you wouldn9t want anybody to know
what you was going through...and somebody
came in and invadedyour privacy.  And she
kind ofgot thinking about it.

I said, ccI3m not going to give you the drink
ofwater until you say  cplease.'33  CCI don3t
need the water."  c¢Here, take the water."  If
she had to say  ccplease" she didn9t want it.
So ofcourse naturally I had to give her the
water, but she didn9t want to say CCplease."
ccl don9t have to say ¢please9 to you."

Theme category           Subcatego

Conflict
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Particirmt statements

<cl don9t like getting hdr. ~ up because he9s

contracted  and  he  don9t  want  to  get  up."
And   she   said,   c6Well,   that9s  the   doctor9s
order and we have to do this."   I said, c¬But
it7s hard for me.  I don9t like to do this.  The
man9s in pain and it bothers me.'9

And it9s kind ofhard to tell them c6Well,the
doctor   says   you   can   no   longer   smoke
because   of   your   health."       They   don9t
understand this.    And  it makes  it hard for
you, because they9re looking at you as the
enemy cause you9re taking the side with the
doctor.

I know that they need a lot ofcaring like
love and attention.  Sometimes we9re not
able to give all that.

It came my day to have her, and when I
went in to her, she says to me, ¬cl don7t
understand why God3s letting me live.  I9m
ready to go.    I don9t want to live....Would
you take that chair and hit me over the head
real hard and kill me?  Nobody would know
it, rd  be cold and nobody'd know it."  I
said, {cHoney, ltd know it.t9  I flew out of
there, I sat dolun and I cried and I cried and I
cried....That almost did me in.

We9re doing all we can....We do it all week
again, and then, [if] they3re really not
helping thaemselves then we have to step in.
They need to really do it for themselves,
too....Ifthe therapy they9re getting9s not
doingthem any good, thenthere9s no need
for them to stay....

Theme category           Subcatego

Conflicts Emotions
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Theme category          Subeategor

Residents9 rights         Innate right

Participant statements

They have their rights, whatthey wantto
do.  Ifthey9re intheir sound mind they
have their rights.

Let them do the thinking for as long as
they can, forthemselves.  And when they
can9t speak for themselves, then you step
in to helpthem speak.  I think you should
let them use their minds as long as they can.

To me [resident richts mean] the same rights
as everyone else has, you know.  Just
because they9re old, don9t neglect their
rights.  They might not have their richt
mind, but their rights are basicallythe same.

There9s always a way ofbeing able to make
sure that you don9t take away from their
rights....not necessarily conforming with
certain distinctive rules orwhatever....There
is always a way.  There9s absolutely nothing
that can9t be worked out.

Oh, rm big on ¢¢resident rights.99  I believe
that they have the richt to choose, to make
decisions, to have control.

[The CNA said] ccThere9s no reason that you
can9t haelp do something fior yourself."....And
she reported her for talkingto her like it.
There]s so little youtre allowed to say to
them at all.

I mean, these ¢cpatient9s rights99 things is
going overboard....nobody wants to see an
old person abused in any way.  But the state
ties your hands sometimes, that something
that9s good forthem,like a rail on abed, or
a restraint when it9s absolutely necessary...
But when it9s albsolutely necessary, we
should be allowedto do it.

Hassles and
practical problems
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Theme category           Subcatego

Resident9s rights         IIassles
(continued)

Particirmt statements

Nowthen, ¢¢patient9s rights" have stepped
in and you have to get this family member
and another farfuly member and the
responsible party to all agree that they can
be movedto another room.  Andthe nurses
aren9t going througfi all that hassle.  So they
stay where they9re at.  But that was one little
hands-on thing that we used to be able to
accomplish, was that we could pair people
up that got along.  And you shouldn9t have
to live with somebody that you9re not
compatible with.

Because of¬6patient9s rights" they have the
rightto fall out ofbed and break a hip when
it could be prevented.  For CNAs that9s the
biggest gripe.  Notthat we wantthem
restricted...we don9t want to tie them dorm.
But ifyou3ve got somebody who doesn't
know the bed perimeters...you can9t even
put a rail on abedto keep them from falling
out ofthe bed?

We9ve got five or six that the families have
come inthere andthey have had to
document it and they have stressed ¬cJwc,#,
them to have rails on their bed."  Amdso,
they]ve got rails....There's very fewthat
have rails.  They9ve put mattresses dolun on
the floor so we can break our necks stepping
on them to walt onthe patient.  Have you
ever tried working on somebody with a
mattress on the floor?

ccResident9s Rights!"  They can knowthat by

heart!  They know 6CResident9s Rights" by
heart!.... {cWell, I know my rights, and my
rights is that I can sleep in my clothes ifI
want to99
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Theme category          Subcategory
I-_--               -___----I      _         -_----_        I       --             '                               i-_     '=-_'_.L_-                _          _     _          _        i           _         _-_-:      _                                                   ,                  :          _i             --i---_                 _

Resident9s righats          Hassles/
problems

Patticipant statements
---_                             -_I           __            --                       -_--i                         -                      _                       _                 -_              I                                    _-I--_           -                                        ----                    ------------------__                    -                                              _-_         -__                 ---_-_-_,

My biggest struggle with being fiere was
to start offwith, that what everybody did
or didn't do, they didn9t have to do cause
they were paying for it....I told them the
truth.  ¢cYou realize that ifyou don9t use
your body parts...eventually some day
you might not have them to use..."  And
rd askthem, ccwhy don9t you want to go
ahead and wash your olun face?"  And
they9d say, C6Well, I9m paying"....And rd
say, ccWell, I agree with you, you are paying.
But are you unable to do it today?"
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